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RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
Seal C0ve lid, I!i'. b|ert 
• 624-5839 
WE BUY copper, brm, all hotels, 
batteries, etc. Call is - We are 
open Men. throqh Sat., 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Melinda Bowen-Coulthurst cuts the cake for the 
library's party celebrating the opening of the addiUou 
and the renovations. The recently completed work 
doubles the gbrary's ize and adds to the facilities 
offered, p~mo by Ores Middleton 
Tories'  honeymoon is over 
both are equally worthy of 
contempt. Social Credit is 
mad at everybody. 
After a week dominated by 
opposition condemnation f 
the Conservative govern- 
and Liberals are spending ment's acceptance of high 
.time exchanging insults interest rates, MPs were 
~eweD~m~r~tiu°n p~ rtgs~ S~y~ ~ ~a~g,~ e oCv e°~r n~un~ g~ 
Mine.' agreement 
said. Important 
leader Peter Cameron said 
Sunday. 
"There are some very 
significant things in the 
settlement affecting the 
industry," especially strip 
mines, Camereo, regional 
vice-president of the 
Canadian Association of 
Industrial, Mechanical. and 
Allied Workers, told a 
session of the Law Union of 
B.C.'s annual conference. 
Union members vote 
Thursday on a tentative 
contract reached last week 
after talks involving Labor 
Minister Allan Williams and. 
mediator Ken Albertini. 
Union officials are recom- 
mending acceptance. 
Cameron said he could not 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The new' 
seMlon of Parliament is 
entering only its fourth 
week, but already the tone 
: ]m.s begun to sour. 
Frngreseive Conservatives 
government authority to In reply, Liberal after 
borrow $7 billion this fiscal Liberal quoted speeches 
year. made by Conservatives 
The government had when they were in opposition 
expected rapid handl~ of and decried increased in. 
thk legislation, but debate .terest rates as economic 
has dragged on as Liberals relardente. 
and New Democrats u ed the 
time to attack Finance The Liberals consider the 
Minister John Crnabie's eco- issue of interest rates as 
ncmic policies. Sayfmg they" volatile as the government's 
object to handing the plans to break up Petro. 
government what amounts ' Canada, the government. 
to a blank eheque, 'they owned oil company, and 
demanded toknow what use were expected to continue 
Creebie plans for the money, hammering the government 
A Liberal spokesman said wl.~..questto m this week. 
the party does not want• to Meanwhile, the NDP says 
extend the debate much beth parties are slunere and 
longer. But he said many the change in government 
members are treating it as 'May 22 represents no dff- 
an opportunity oridicule the. ference' in approach to the 
government for what he ailing economy. 
described as its lack of eco- The Liberals and the NDP 
nomic policies, demanded that the Tortes 
The Conservatives have live up to their election 
~il~ a high priority on that promise to chart a new and on tax legislation course for Canada instead of 
that gives parliamentary sticking to the Liberal 
authority for 1978 budget policies they had so 
measures put into effect by vehemently criticizodwhile 
the previous Liberal gnvern- in opp~ition. 
merit. The mood in the Commons 
House Leader Walter took a dramatic turn Friday 
Baker has warned the wheonthefive-memherse¢lal 
government will not proceed Credit contingent walked out 
with other bills, such as a in the middle of question 
long-overdne r vision of the period to pretest Speaker 
Bank Act ahd recently- James Jerome's refusal to 
introduced freedom of in- recognize them after the 
formation legislation, until first Liberal and NDP 
the borrowing legislation questioners. 
and the tax hills are cleared The Social Credit MPs, 
up. absent from the House for 
The Liberal spokesman the remainder of the day, 
predicted lengthy debate on said they would continue 
the tax bills, which include such walkouts as part of 
amendments to the Income their continuing battle with 
Tax Act and the Customs the Commons for recognition 
Act, because members will us a party. 
use it as an opportunity ogo The Commons has already 
after the government in the voted against party status 
absence of a budget, due for the five elected Social 
sometime in November. Credit members from 
The fireworke started last Quebec. 
week when Prime Minister Jerome has stuck with that 
JoeClarkandCrenbie, under decision, although he 
repeated attack over their assured Roy on Friday his 
fourth interest rate increase, members would be given the 
blamed the Liberals for same treatment as other 
leaving the country in such MPs during question period 
bad economic ehape that the once the initial Liberal and 
new government's options NDP questions have been 
are minimal, heard. 
VANCOUVER (CP) - The 
tentative settlement reached 
at Canada's largest 
molybdenum ine after an 
8½ month strike will have 
far-reaching effects of 
British Columbia's mining 
industry ff accepted, unien 
Prince 
carries 
protest 
TORONTO (CP) -- Four 
volumes of grievances will 
follow Prince Philip back to 
Buckingham Palace after 
his brief visit to the Toronto 
boy's school where he k go into specifics because 
designated a "special detallsof the pact will not be 
visitor." ' •released until after the 
Security was heavy during membership vote. 
the two-dny visit that ended benefits ix/a 26 month con- 
about noon Saturday when tract. The company coun. 
the 58-yesr.old husband of tered with a 22.1 per cent 
QuesnElizabeth boarded hi, increase over two years. 
private plane for the return Cameron said in a later 
to England. interview he • ts the 
Richard Willoughby, a majority., of w~rXl~ec~ u will 
student who is the college's return to Placer Develop- 
chief steward, reminded ment's Endako mine at 
Philip that one duty of Fraser Lake, B.C., if the 
special visitors is to look agreement is ratified. 
after the students' interests 
and that, as a result, the stu- The mine employed 485 
dents were sending him the union workers before the 
four volumes of grievances trike beganFeb. 14. 
for him to examine. But the Placer spokesman Bill 
prkce replied that, to be Thompson said Sunday the 
fair, he weuld have to find company probably will 
out whether the principal or ratify the contract later this 
staff had any grievances, week. 
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14 Flavors 
BOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer & Pop Bottles 
~36 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Open 10s.m.-~ p.m. dallyexcept Sunday 
Frl. till9 pro. 
i, Maroney  s in  
by  aee lamat ion  
Terrace Mayor Dave 
Maroney has been re- 
elected by acclamation, 
while seven contestants 
will fight for the three 
available seats on the 
REFERENDUMS 
GOING TO VOTE 
IN THIS AREA 
Ther ~ are two bylaws going to referendum on 
Nov. 17. Regional District voters in Thornhill and 
the Copperside Estates area will vote on a dog 
control proposal. Thornhill and Queensway 
along with specified parts of Area C, will cast 
• their ballots on funding for the Terrace Public 
Library. 
There will be no referendums for either the 
districts of . Terrace or Kitimat. 
district council --  in- 
eluding all three in- 
eumbente. 
Architect Alan Soutar, 
schoolteacher Helmut 
Giesbrecht and lawyer 
Jack Talstra will try to 
retain thek seats against 
four other challengers. 
Those four are Molly 
Nattress, a homemaker; 
businessman Mickey 
Johnson; Russel Mercer, 
an employee of C.N.; and 
Lily Nielsen who lists 
herself as a domestic 
engineer. 
There are 4531 
registered voters for the 
municipal election, a 
slight'rise from the 4451 
who voted last year. 
Anyone eligible can still 
register at their 
respective poll on voting 
day. Any person 19 years 
or older who has resided 
three months in Terrace, 
and a minimum of six 
months in the province 
and a year in Canada can 
cast a ballot. 
h 'sa  battle in Kitimat 
Nine candidates have Vennard, pipefitter; Stan 
filed nomination papers Watchers,  teacher ; 
for the four vacant seats " Jack ie  P leasants ,  
on Kitimat District journalist; Lee Ellis, 
Council. housewife; and in- 
cumbent Ron Burnett, 
Five candidates are businessman. 
running for the three 
seats up for grabs on the Candidates for school 
board of school trustees, trustee are incumbent 
Nomination papers for Rick Wozney, lawyer; 
a seat on council have David Edwards, in- 
.been filed by., Lpuis dustr ia l  inst ructor ;  
Boly.ki; serviceman at .~W'.dUan~:Fowl¢,-buy#r: 
Alcafi "smelter 'and ' " '~cum~nt  No~l'~ialtb~,'" 
Chemicals; Ray Brady, engineer.; and in- 
e lectr ic ian,  Claude cumbent Hans Wagner, 
Levesque , .  painting management assistant. 
contractor; Fred Ryan, Kitimat's 5,040 eligible 
metal analyst; Albert voters will elect four 
aldermen to the district has decided not to run for 
council and three school re-election after 14 years 
trustees Nov. 17. on council and 12 years on 
Candidates this year, the regional district 
however, are running for board. 
a one-year term instead Incumbents Lee Ellis, 
of the usual two years to housewife; and Ron 
pave the way for bienniel Burnett, businessman; 
elections in November are running for re- 
1980when mayor, council election. Both have 
and the entire board of served four years on 
school trustees will he up council. 
for re~leetton. Members of the board 
- : ,~ 'he : ,~t . ta  .be of .  trustees. -of~: School, 
'tiDed on ~oOncu ~~tS  Distr ict  No. 80 up for re- 
from the resignation of election are ;Rick Woz- 
Alderman Fran Buschert hey, lawyer; Hans 
after five years on Wagner, management 
council, assistant; and Noel 
Incumbent Joe Banyay Halten, engineer. 
One contest in school board here 
There will be no school The only election that Johnson and Joyce open in this election. The 
board elections in will be held for positions Krause. Representing positions are for two-year 
Terrace or Stewart, as on the school board will Hazelton are John terms. 
the three positions open be in Hazelton, where Babcock and Linda The number of voters 
in those areas have been incumbent Linda Me- McDonald, from Stewart eligible for the election is 
filled by acclamation. Connell, retired, is being is Darlene Cornell, and not lmown. There are 
Incumbent Jack Cook, challenged by Fred from the reserves i  Glen problems compiling a 
manager, and Diane Roisum, electrician, and Williams. definitive list for the 
MeKay, housewife, have David McCreary, logger, voting area as several. 
been elected by ac- different organizations 
clamation inTer race .  At present the school Four positions on the are responsible for the 
Dar lene  Corne l l ,  board consists of board are open in this various lists and they 
manager, has been Chairman Jack Cook, and election. Positions held have apparently got 
elected by acclamation i  members Nan Harrison, by Cook, Johnson, gotten together to do a 
Stewart. Dennis Brewer, Elaine Babcock and Cornell are final count. 
Four of the five seats contested 
Four of the five Telegraph Creek and regional district, says have been a resident of 
Regional District of Iskut District, which voter registration is 
slightly up from last 
time. Area A has 1016 
voters, Area B has 1655, 
Area C has 1409 
registered, Area D has 
the lowest otal of only 204 
and the Thornhill District 
or Area E has the largest 
registration with 1872 
voters. 
It is still not too late to 
register. Anyone who is 
19 years or older and has 
either been a resident of 
the area for three months 
or owns real property in 
the district can register 
Kitimat Stikine diree- forms Area D, has two 
torships up for election on newcomers in social 
Nov. 17 will be contested, worker Ernest Klansen 
with only Percy Tait, a and outreach worker 
logger by profession, re- Gordon Frank locking 
elected by acclamation i  horns. 
Area A or the Nass. The most interesting 
In Area B which in- battle takes place in Area 
compasses the Hazeltons, E, which incompasses 
Marcel Poulin, a eawmfll Thornhill and Queen- 
operator and farmer will sway, where incumbent 
challenging incumbent Les Watmough faces 
Marry Allen, a local challenges from school 
rancher. In the Bamoo or principal Roy Greening 
Area C Alice Chen Wing, and journalist Nadine 
a homemaker and in- Aeante. Watmough is a 
cumbent, is running scaler by trade. 
against Stan Kerr, who is Lucy Wood, the on election day, Nov. 17. 
sel f -employed. The returning officer for the To be eligible, you must 
'OFFER 'INADE Q UA TE ' 
British Columbia for six 
months as of Aug. 31, 
1979. 
St r ike  ends  
By JULIET O'NEILL 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Airport 
and marine station radio 
operators designated for 
essential services during a 
current strike plan to go 
back tO work at midnight 
tonight, aspokesman for the 
Public Service Alliance of 
Canada says. 
Contract negotlations 
between government and 
union representatives are 
scheduled to begin at 9a.m. 
EST Tuesday in an effort o 
end the national dispute 
Workers back union 
By ANN DUNSMUIR 
Herald Staff WHter 
Members of the Canadian Association of Smelter 
and Allied Workers in Kitimat have voted 83 per cent 
in favour of the stand taken by their union executive in
breaking off negotiations for a revised contract with 
Alcan Smelter and Chemicals Ltd. 
Repsonding to a second question on the ballot, 
members voted 85 per cent in favour of having the 
CASAW executive return to the bargaining table and 
negotiate a better offer. 
Alcan's latest offer, curcuiated to all employees, 
was called "inadequate" by the union. The CASAW 
executive took the stand that the offer bad not been 
negotiated and had no union input. 
CASAW broke off negotiations Oct. 19 when the 
company refused to withdraw disciplinary action 
against wo Kemano workers. 
CASAW business agent Wiho Papenbrock said 
Friday that the results of Thursday's ballot are an 
"overwhelming vote of confidence in the union 
executive. 
He said the vote has given the executive a mandate 
to negotiate a better offer. 
Kemano members voted 94 per cent in favour of the 
stand token by the executive at a meeting Tuesday. 
Del Mitchell, Alcan's acting manager of industrial 
relations, said the company would meet Friday af. 
ternoun with the CASAW executive to discuss re. 
m~ening the talks. 
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Ted Kennedy getting ready, for it I NEws BRIEFS j 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- House for today a announce on a flight across will back Kennedy pendltures to the Federal mittee was formed last 
Senator Edward Kennedy, ment of the creation of the Massachusetts. "I want to The mayor said a major Election Commission, as April. Lawyers for that 
eager to"get going" with his Kennedy for president get going." factor in her decision was well as to the limitations on committee recently asked PUEBLO, Colo. (AP) -- Director Phil Gama said 
campaign for the U.S. 
presidency, is taking a 
major step toward chal- 
lenging President Carter 
with the formation of a 
campaign committee. 
Stephen Smith, the 
senator's brother-in-law, 
summoned reporters to a 
former Cadillac automobile 
showroom about two 
kilometres from the White 
committee. 
Establishment of the com- 
mittee; which makes Ken- 
nedy a candidate in the eyes 
of federal election taws, is 
expected to be followed 
shortly by an announcement 
of candidacy by the 
Massachusetts senator. 
'Tin tired of screwing 
around with this," Kennedy 
told reporters Friday night 
Kennedy made it clear he 
intends to declare for the 
1980 Democratic presidential 
nomination before President 
Carter's scheduled an- 
her judgment hat Carter how much candidates can 
could not win renomination spend and accept in dona- 
or re-election, tions. 
"I told the president i Contributions are limited 
could support ~ until I to  $1,000 from individuals. 
nouncement on Dec. 4. thought he could not win," Autonomous dra f t .  
Kennedy's candidacy got a she told reporters. Kennedy committees, which 
boost during the weekend Formation of the Kennedy the senator disavowed as 
when Mayor Jane Byrne of campaign committee makes they were formed, were 
Chicago, afterrepeated hints, him subject o federal laws allowed to accept individual 
she would support the requiring regular eports of donations of uv to tS,000. 
president, let word out she contributions and ex- Carter'a re-election com. 
the election commission to 
require that money spent by 
the draft.Kennedy com- 
mittees be charged against 
the total the senator is 
allowed to spend on his 
campaign for the 
nomination. 
The senator's entry into 
the race will make him the 
third of the Kennedy 
brothers to seek the 
While the U.S. Senate con- 
alders providing $1.6 billion 
to help the poor heat their 
homes this winter, a 
federally financed poverty 
agency here is offering 10w- 
income people cords of fire- 
wood, 
About 60 cords of pon- 
derusa pine have been give 
out so far, said the agency, 
rising fuel prices have 
pressed low-income people 
into "hentor-eat" decisions, 
"Senior citizens were 
calling us to see if we had 
any wood available," he 
said. "One lady was tearing 
down her fence and burning 
it..She had no means of 
chopping wood," 
So Pueblo Action started 
Operation Paul Bunyan this 
presidency..All three were ealledPueblo Action. summer. 
Tens ion  the"  i Koreas  scnat0rs when they ran for s on  r i se  n president. NDP sailing smoothly 
• • After John F. Kennedy 
SEOUL (AP) -  South Ko- candidate Kim Dae-jung, Chot, the defence, home the i~,:,estigation, Gen. Chon advisers and a longtlme was elected president in CALGARY (CP) " "No Notley, wli0m leadership was heartily endor~d by the 
reans closed ranks against also warned the Communists 
North Korea today, and the 
United States moved an 
aircraft carrier closer to the 
Korean coast as the 
government admitted that 
President Park Chunghee 
was assassinated by the 
head of the Korean Central 
Intelligence Agency. 
Opposition leader Kim 
Youngsam, astrong critic of 
Park's government, said the 
entire nation is united in 
warning North Korea it 
"should by no  means 
miscalculate this misfortune 
of ours as an opportunity for 
invasion, and it should bear 
in mind that the nation is 
determined to defend free 
democracy under any cir. 
cumstances , "  
Another leading opponent 
of Park, 1971 presidential 
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"not to try to take advantage 
of the situation." 
"The entire people's vdce 
is united, transcending 
political differences." 
Warnings to the North and 
support for acting President 
Chef Kyu-hnh also came 
• from President Carter, U.S. 
Dofence Secretary Harold 
Brown and the commander 
of U.S. forces in Korea, Gen. 
John Wickham. 
U.S. officials aid they saw 
no evidence of unusual North 
Korean military activity. 
However, Brown said the 
United States has sent two 
airborne warning and 
control aircraft to South 
Korea and moved on aircraft 
carrier, already on station 
between Japan and Korea, 
cleser to the Korean coast. 
and foreign ministers and Dowhwan, admitted at a 
other key officials met for newscaaferenceSunday th t 
two hours today and said: Kim assassinated the presl. 
"Everything is in order and dent. 
calm has been restored." Chon said Kim shot Park 
However, the Korean and Park'achief bodyguard 
armed forces remained on three times each during a 
emergency alert, and the dinner Friday night while 
country was still under five of Kim's men killedfour 
martiallaw. There wero no o ther  pres ident ia l  
disturbances, bodyguards and seriously 
Park's body ~,as in a wounded another in the next 
closed coffin at the room. 
presidential residence, the Chea said Kim planned the 
Blue House, and hundreds of assassination because he 
thousands gathered at public was out of favor with the 
altars across the country to president and feared he 
born incense and mourn the wouldhefired. He decided to 
dead leader. His funeral was do it that night after he and 
to be held Saturday. the chief bodyguard, Cha 
enemy of the KCIA chief. 
The. government denied 
that Elm was trying to take 
over the government. 
Foreign observers said this 
was borne out by the absence 
of mass arrests, seizure of 
communications facilities 
and other things dmrac- 
teristic of attempted coups. 
There was no explanation 
of why the government 
originally said the killing 
was accidental. 
• Klm'and all five of his men 
were under arrest. Chon said 
many others were being 
questioned to determine 
whether they were involved. 
Park was shot Friday by Chi-chul, got into a heated CHEQUES POPULAR 
the head of the KCIA, Kim argument during the dinner, Americans buy between $9 
Jae.kyu, The government Chon said. billion and $10 billion worth 
said at first the shooting was Cha was Park's constant of travellers cheques each 
accidental but the chief of companion, one of his closest year. 
1960, he named his brother, 
Robert, attorney.general. 
The youngest of the three; 
Edward, was elected to the 
Senate in 1962 to fill the seat 
once held by John Kennedy. 
After President Kennedy's 
assassination in 1963, Robert 
Kennedy continued serving 
for a short.time as attorney- 
general under President 
Lyndon Johnson. Then, in 
1964, Robert Kennedy was 
elected to the Senate from 
New York. 
Rober t  Kennedy 's  
presidential campaign in 
1968 ended when he was shot 
and killed in a Leo Angeles 
hotel shortly after he won the 
California primary. 
Although often mentfoned 
since then as a likely 
presidential candidate, 
Edward Kennedy did not 
enter the race in 197~. or 1976. 
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heats' were rocked" at the 
annual convention of the 
Alberta NDP because the 
party is united and 
recognizes the value of prag- 
matism, Leader Grant 
Notloy said Sunday. 
"It recognizes that 
rhetoric cannot be sub- 
stttutod for policies," he said 
after the' threeday con- 
vention. 
more than 300 delegates, 
said the party no longer 
apologizes for seeking 
power. 
"We are out to become the 
government ofAlberta" and 
the party knows that 
"winning votes is part of the 
democratic exercise." 
Mental health failing 
MONCTON, N.B. (CP) -- 
While emotional distur- 
bances are on the increase 
worldwide the public seems 
to be getting mere suspicious 
that government spending on 
mental health is wasted, 
says Gowan Guest, president 
of the World Federation for 
Mental Health. 
at the closing of the 
Canadian Mental Health 
Association's annual con. 
ference. 
With an estimated 350 
million mentally.ill people in 
the world, the problem is so 
Immense that It is im- 
possible to treat hem all on 
a one-to-ene basis, he said. 
He was speaking Saturday Iran 
threatens 
cutoff 
• LONDON (AP) --  Iranian 
oil workers have threatened 
to cut off deliveries to the 
United Statcaunless the U.S. 
government extradites the 
former shah; and Tehran 
Radio sa id / the ousted 
monarch's' ho's~ital treat. 
ment in/NeW:.',~'k was a 
itrlck.to, ge~ary .  
i ? ~ : ~ ~  Union, 
represbi~tl~~'fl~Id'employoos 
of the National Iranian 0il 
Co., issued their ultimatum 
Sunday, the Soviet news 
agency Tess reported from 
Tehran. 
Iran ships about 900,00(} 
barrels of oil a day to the 
United States, "representing 
about 12 per cent of average 
U.S. consumption. 
. . . . . . .  M i  f i lm:  
.... said racial 
BOSTON (AP) -- ABeston 
television station has can- 
celled tonight's showing of a 
film about a stave who 
becomes a U.S. senator 
because it feared the 
program would fuel racial 
tensions. 
"The film contained in- 
flammatory language and 
. ~ t l l s ra~,~,e : ,  .~ racial 
........ S'ie r eo~ p e s *'~f/~, '' said 
program director Dick 
Kurlander of WBZ-TV, an 
NBC affiliate owned by the 
Westinghouse Broadcasting 
Co, 
"But the main thing was 
the unusually graphic in. 
cidents of racial violence, in 
particular, scenes of 
violence against children. 
The last 5O minutes is ac- 
tually one large, violent 
scene, sort of' l ike, the 
shootout at the Alamo." 
The film stars Muhammed 
All, the former world heavy- 
weight boxing champion. 
Hua gets 
grand tour 
LONDON (AP) -- The 
British government whirled 
Chinese Premier Hua 
Guofeng into a busy schedule 
with the emphasis on in- 
creased trade between their 
two countries, 
After a ceremonial 
welcome Sunday for Hus on 
his arrival from West 
Germany and a night at 
Clsri~e'a Hotel, the sales 
pitch was starting today with 
a short Hovercraft trip down 
the Thames to the Tower of 
London for a look at the 
Crown jewels. 
The Hovercraft is one of 
many products British 
manufacturers would like to 
sell to China under a new six- 
year $14-billlon economic 
agreement, 
Chinese.British trade, in. 
eluding China'a desire to buy 
80 to 90 British vertical 
takeoff Harrier fighters, was 
to be a major topic .at the 
first of Hua's two meetings 
with Prime Minister 
Margaret Thatcher. 
The Soviet Union has 
objected strongly to the 1350- 
million sale, which was 
delayed by China's invasion 
of Vietnam, But Hua, who 
offended the French with his 
anti-Soviet rhetoric on the 
first leg of his trip and toned 
it down during his visit to 
Germany, is expscted to find 
a sympathetic spirit in Mrs. 
Thatcher. 
/ 
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They find them jobs 
By DON SCHAFFER 
Herald Staff writer 
The Provincial Youth 
Employment Program is 
helping to provide full- 
time jobs for about 35 
people in northwestern 
B.C. who whould not 
otherwise have them, 
according to Pat Allen, 
field co-ordinator for the 
project. 
The program, run by 
the provincial ministry of 
labour, has operated 
:since 1974 as a summer 
program. This year, 
however, it has entered 
an extension phase which 
sees Jobs being created 
for young people on a 
permanent basis. 
The objective of the 
program IS to provide 
young people between the 
ages of 15 and 24 with the 
opportunity to develop' 
skill which will assist 
them in entering the work 
force. Initially the 
Robbery suspect 
appears in court 
John Franklin Brown, 
the man alleged to have 
robbed the Overwaltea 
store in Fdtimat Oct. 20,; 
was ordered etained in 
custody at the show cause 
hearing Thursday in 
Kitimat provincial court., 
. A tentative trial date of 
Dec. 14 in Kitimat was 
set and the hearing put 
over until Monday in 
Terrace provincial court 
at 9 a.m. to enable the 
accused to obtain legal 
counsel. 
Douglas Bechard, 19, 
• and Brian Schroedar, 20, 
also appeared at a show 
cause hearing and were 
released on entering into 
recognizance of $1,000 
each without deposit. 
Bechard and Schroeder 
are both charged with 
possession of a drug for 
the purpose of traf- 
ticking, possession of a 
narcotic, trafficking in a 
controlled drug and 
extortion. 
Beehard  and  
Schroeder will be tried 
in Kitimat court Jan 2. at 
10 a.m, 
Lea' favors new ferry 
Prince ~tupert MLA 
Graham Lea advises "a' 
great deal of caution" for 
anyone considering in- 
vestment on the queen 
Charlotte Islands based 
primarily on a commitment 
from the province for a new 
ferry link to Prince Rupert 
next year. 
Lea was reacting to 
statements made by 
Transportation Minister 
Alex Fraser while in Prince 
Rupert earlier this week. 
Frass~ indicated that some 
.members of the provincial 
cabinet were lobbying 
strongly for the dry-docked 
Queen of Surrey to be 
transferred to B.C. 
Steamships to replace the 
Princess Marguerite on a 
Victoria-seattle run. The 
move would leave Qnean 
Charlotte Islands without the 
services of the Queen of 
Prince Ruport-a plan an. 
neunced by the Ferry Cor- 
poration at a public meeting 
~ngram operated as a providing jobs at all 
service to help these government levels, from 
young people find municipal to provincial. 
summer employment, Now, Allen says the 
but in the extension phase emphasis i  on providing 
• the prgram offers era- opportunities for private 
ployera who can provide employeers to train 
training for young people people at low cost. 
a reimbursement of up to Allens' area covers the 
half the new employee's distance from Fort 
wages while he is being Fraser to Masset. There 
trained, are 25 separate projects 
This reimbursement is operating in that area, 
being offered to help providing training for 
defray the costs of about 35 people, she said. 
traLuing new employees, In the Kitimat-Stikine 
which are sometimes area, there are six 
considerable. The projects, for a total of 8 
reimbursement is paid to jobs. The small scale 
employers who intend to allows Allen to maintain 
hire the youths as per- a rarely in-depth look at 
manent fulltlme era- each specific project, 
ployeea fter the training gathering information 
period is completed, about required and 
=People whohave just potential areas fro 
• left school really benefit training and desirable 
from this program," training methods in the 
Allensaid. "The program specific types of 
provides on-the-job Imsiinesses in her par- 
training for these people, ticular area. 
which is really an ira- Allen said that most of 
portantkind oflearning." the employers have in- 
The program initially dicated their pleasure 
concerned itself with with the project. 
i 
FALL CHECK.UP 
opt0 .  Jncludes 
 $24.B pl,s ,,x,, OIL AND FILTER ~" p~.o~+~,t~p, 
• ~ InstallnewMolotcflllhlle~ 
k~ Insplh:l E~hausl System 
• Shock Absorbers 
Fro~t 8~ Rear Susl~n$~on 
Rad~ato~ and He&tee Hoses 
Batt~y Cll~e, and 
Connec i~s  
AI; Be l ts  
All F~Jld Levels 
Wit~JshleHd Wcer 81a~es 
/~ LubcCals: Hoodlatchan(Jhmges 
000, H,nges ' 
Deck L=d Hinges , . 
" "  c--"o'" - o'lorrace Totem Ford Sales Ltd. Pmtect~ 
Battery Specd~c Grawt~'~l  
All bOhl$ nd SlOflal $ Keith Ave. LllS.4914 
Passenger Cars and L~ghlTrucks 
C; 
:? 
,! 
~., 
Terrace Mayor Dave Maroney officially opens the 
new addition to the local library, commenUng that a 
larger pair of scbsors is really in order for important 
occassions like this. The addition and renovations to 
the l ibrarysee ad~bl lng  of the space available and 
' i " , , i i  I I  . . . . .  , ~ ,, , ........ 
result in not only increased shelf space but addiUonal 
services uch as reading areas and record listening 
facilities. There is also an arts room which is already 
being booked for art and photography shows and 
me.elBng s. .~ Photo by Oreg Mlddleton 
HOME HEATING COSTS SOLVED! 
lefficient home heating system. 
• The Free Heat Machine will produce up to 38,000 BTU's of useable heat. 
Enough to reduce your heating bill by as much as 7S percent. 
a I.leats up to 1500 SOl. ft. of living area; even more area with an In.home 
'forced air system. 
• Built.In fans'move 160 cubit: feet of warm filtered air per minute through 
the "Free Heat Nachlne" :,yltem. 
• Decorative 1/4" tempered glass doors prevent heat loss. 
• Certified consumer eafe 
:REE HEAT MAC NE 
CREDITS: 
CSA l isted/approved 
No. 113.1976 
U/L l isted/approved No. E582! 
"Wood Burning Journal /  
committee selected the 
"Free Heat Machine" 
for the White House 
Tested/cert i f ied by uti l ity 
companies 
Laboratory tested 
I I I I I I '1 I ~- 
. ~w,oT .  . / 
; : '  " I~EIGHI: 
FRONT I ] . 
!- w,oTH r " 
/ OOTTOM'OEPTN " ..~ 
THE FREE HEAT ':: 
~ . M m+ i. ACHINE can be heat!t~g- ,i .! 
your home TOMORROW!, 
The unil is engineeie~ fo~til' ~asily i~lo i., i" 
your existing masonry fite[ola'de. A't f~r 'as- ';'+' 
sembly, yOU ~ust slide tl¢int.o qle(;e. ,~-  "i~ 
• sect the electrical co~;d, and start a'l~re!, ~ 
For more inlormatlon, give us a call, : i '  
Bring measurements ~:. 
of your fireplace '. 
to our Woodburning S[low : 
• Eliminates most smoking problems. 
~J~UNUSUAL • ~ 
.~ OPPORTUNITY ~1 
j See us at the show 
The day is long past when the world can count 
on unlimited energy resources for future generations. 
Yet in British Columbia, and the rest of Canada, 
we waste far too much energy. 
You know how to save energy-from insulating your home 
to cutting back on the use of your car 
or reducing your consumption of energy intensive products. 
So do it. This month. Every month. 
The kids are counting on you. 
Every month is 
energy conservation month. 
( ~  Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Energy, Mines and 
Petroleum Re~utc~ • 
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EDITORIAL 
i 
Beware the ghost who material izes 
from nowhere., the witch seeping down 
from the skies on a broomstick.., and the 
monster emerging from the depths of a 
road-side puddle. 
Goblins and other mythical creatures 
take to the streets on the night of October 
31 with one thing on their minds-and 
that one thing isn't watching for cars. 
The British Columbia Automobile 
Association warns motorists to drive a 
little slower than usual on Hallowe:en 
night, and with more care.• 
r~o matter how often parents and 
teachers tell children to be alert When 
crossing roads, a child will often forget 
or Ignore the advice and concentrate on 
more interesting things..candy and pals. 
The best advice for drivers to follow, 
the BCAA says, is the very same they 
may have given to their children: 
Make yourself visible. For drivers the 
club recommends driving with park 
lights on during the afternoon and tur- 
n!ng headlights on at dusk. Children 
should be dressed in light.colored 
costumes decorated with reflective tape. 
Retroreflective materials (things that 
CYRIL SHELFORD 
A letter on Greenpeace 
Open Letter to the 
Hen Rate Mair 
Minister of Environment 
Parliament Buildings 
Victoria, B.C. 
VSV 1X4 
Dear Mr. Minister: 
I've had the opportunity to talk with many 
people in the North who observed the Green 
Peace protest in or near the Spatelfl Park; and I 
think the best that can be said is that it was a 
deplorable demonstration against the guides 
who, right or wrong, were carrying out a legal 
occupation and more important, our guests from 
other countries-the US and Sweden. 
These people were asked to come to Canada 
and enjoy their stay in our lovely province- we 
pride ourselves us to our hospitality to teurlsts 
and visitors, some of these people save and plan 
many years to make a trip like this, often it is a 
once in a lifetime experience. Rather than en- 
joying, a quiet holiday, they were verbally 
abused by demoustrators-which no one on a 
holiday needs. 
According to ~formation Ihave, a lady who 
wasn't even a hunter got the worst of the abuse, 
and she wasn't even in the park at the time. The 
Swedish hunters belong to a hunting club and 
were to report back to the King of Sweden on 
their hunt. You can  imanine the adverse 
publicity we will get, and this will discourage 
others, not just hunters, from coming to Canada 
for their holidays. 
If this type of action is condoned by the 
Government then there is nothing to step others 
from interrupting many types of legitimate 
nccupatlons, uch as; standing in front of a tree 
so it won't be cut down, or mining claim, an oil 
rig, a farmer clearing his land, even, in front of 
you when you do fishing. If we sit by and allow 
radical protest groups to Interrupt or stop people 
from carrying out legitimate occupations, this 
country will really be in trouble. If such groups 
want to protest, they should go to those who 
make the laws and can change laws or 
regulations.. 
.The same is true with spraying protest. If 
groups think a material Is unsafe, which some 
• are, they should go to the Federal approval 
agency that approved the use in the fwst place, 
not the user who normally knows little or nothing 
about the chemical make-up of the material. 
Whet good would It do to protest o either you or 
me on the safety of mosquito repellant on the 
grounds that it might cause cancer (I haven't a
clue as to what is it it.). The proper place to 
launch a protest is the approving agency which 
has the expertise to exnmine and researchthe 
material, 
In my opinion, the type'of harassment such as 
carried on by Green Peace in Spatslzi must be 
stopped. If the Government, either through your 
Ministry or Tourism, doesn't launch a Court 
Action (for deranging our valuable name as good 
hosts to tourists) of not less than $200,000, then 
we deserve to lose our total tourist rade with all 
nations; and are inviting trouble and in- 
terruptions of all legitimate business oc- 
cupations. This will not only destroy our 
Economy, but also the Democratic Process. 
Trusting you will see fit to take immediate 
• action before this type of thing gets out of hand. 
SinCerely, 
Cyril M. Shelford. 
NEW GROUP FORMS 
Greenpeace is divided up 
• shine back at light sources) are visible to 
drivers even at speeds of 70 or 80 mph, 
whereas the colour white is safely visible 
only at speeds up to 50 mph. Flashlights 
should be carried. 
• Don't rush ou~ into:/]t~ street without' 
looking. Drivers*~sh~u*i~ Come to a 
complete stop at stop signs,and reduce 
speed and check every corner while 
driving on through streets. Children 
should pause and make sure all drivers 
are stopped at the Intersection before 
crossing. 
f By KITTY MeKINSEY improve visibility. Foggy all nights ,,~,~,w, ,,,,,, 
and dirty •windshields can Impair C~a'di';,";" wil]"d~man'd 
visibility more'than you think. The :~ut~h~ treatment for 
club suggests c lean ing  windshibld~'~'~]inthel~e.0o. -as- 
• L ,, ' pecmuy moss convtcted of inside and out o ,  Hallowe en day. Tr ick vi.,_, ~.,.,. ~.~.,..,~ 
or treaters" should wear make-up in- ri;[;~'"~'i'~e~a~e~'~v~ 
stead of masks. If veils, floppy hats and govmunent st,dy ,ys. 
beards are important to a child's The report, presented 
costume-make sure they are arranged Thursday to a ctoeed 
SO vision is not obstructed. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
dispute which has split the 
international environmental 
group Groenpoace has been 
settled and a new 
organization has been 
forged. 
The new group, which in- 
eludes the Vanceuver-beead 
Groenpeaoe ' Foundation, 
Greenpeace America and 
Grecnpeace Europe, will be 
called the , Greenpeace' 
Council and will include six 
countries. They are Canada, 
the United States, Britain, 
France, the NetheHanda and 
New Zealand. 
"Where once there was 
competltion, there's now 
collaboration," said Patrick 
Moore, who was president of 
The BCAA concludes that although 
adults may not view Hallowe'en with 
any great enthusiasm, children do, and 
they deserve toperform the rite of "trick 
or treat" in safety. 
the Groenpeace Foundation 
here, in an interview 
Thursday. 
"Where once there was 
division, there's now unity. 
We're all free at last to get on 
with new ~:ampaigns." 
Greenpcace groups have 
led international protests 
against whaling, the seal 
hunt and nuclear arms 
testing in the Pacific. 
The ngree/nent, reached 
earlier this month, means a 
bitter two-year feud which 
saw a suit launebed In the 
U.S. Stoup be forced to stop 
using the name and 
trademark Gieenpeace and 
sat out a claim for tl million 
thdt the Vancouver group 
said had been diverted to San 
Frenciseo. 
In return, me ~an Fran- 
cince office filed a coun- 
tersuit against Moore, 
alleging defamation of 
oberaeter in statements by 
him about the alleged mis- 
apprixlation of funds. 
Former Vancouver Green- 
peace official David Me- 
been dropped'an a result of 
beh lndthe  scenes  
discussions. 
The new council will he 
structured so each country 
has equal status reprdle~ 
of financial contribution. It
will meet regularly to sot 
'.policy and establish in- 
tsk~natinnal c mpaigns, Sur- 
: plus funds from each country 
will be used for the inter. 
national campaigns. 
The first meeting of the 
new Greenpeace Council will 
be held in Amsterdam Nov. 
U.S. Federal Court by the Tngprt, now with Green. 18. 
Vancouver group spins t a peace Europe, had sup, Moore said the Green. 
b ro~awaF~ ba~!.'in :" port~..~: me ~an I,,Tancleco Peace Foundation's $130,000 
San ..l;~Oise~.,~lia,~,endecL -, br..,,~¢l~. ....... ' . . . . . . . . .  .~. dal~. will be 'psld" bY the 
:~"~dt':~)il~l~-tlliff fl~':': The legal action sow had' ~e i l~"  ........ ~ " ' ................ 
• ON CRIME 
Tougher stand wanted 
Juvenile delinquents" get criminals deaerver harsher therightaofvletimsJust as i
older, says the report sentences than they protects the rights of these 
Srepared by a researcher i~. ~l~e~neraSy.. Mr. ' . ,  ~ , , , ;  accused of crimes. ,, , 
the selleltor-generaP.s~.":~Thil  ~ 'gf i~b :~:~ .atso This attitude w i l lp~ '~ 
" ' . '~"  reflectsd in a ~a~f l~ in  - lead to more government 
meeting of federal and 
provincial Justice ministers, 
says the poblic is becoming 
less tolerant of predatory 
G, hae such as rape, murder, 
assault and robbery. 
These crimes will increase 
during the next 10 years as' 
department, 
And public pressure will crease in the number of 
8row for "more punitive people who are held in Jail 
measures including more 
and longer terms of ira. 
prisonment," it says. 
Individuals already are 
more likely to he the victim 
d n crime than they were 1O 
years ago. But it is more 
likely to be a property crime 
such 8s theft rather than a 
violent crime. 
Public opinion polls show 
that many people believe 
awaiting triM. 
Canada holds almcet wice 
as many people in ~afl before 
their trial than does 
England, the report says. 
This may partly he due to 
backlogs in. the courts 
caused by Increased case. 
loads. 
People are beginning to 
feel that the criminal Justice 
system should look out for 
compensation of victims 
crimea in the 1980s and a 
system in which criminals 
repay their victims will have 
to be ~vorked out, the report 
says. 
In Canada there were 
slightly more than 100 
violent crimes -- murder, 
manslaughter, attempted 
murder, woanding, robbery 
and rape -- committed per 
10o.000 population i  1977. 
I BYR,C AKU 
Ottawa, - so ._w~,,.t happens when there a. bank'i., 
strike,and y~can t cash your pay or perdllon cnequei " 
or even have access to y our safety deposit box ? ~ 
Can't happen here, you say? 
It already has. '~i 
In a two -day illegal strike six weeks ago in the 
Sngueusy-Lac St. Jean district -- in Quebec, a8 you : 
might expect - pickets of one of the "Big Five ''~" 
national chartered banks barred beth empmyoes and,:  
• customers from entering six of the branche,., ~. 
Although as usually happens in Qoebec, even .in l 
"spite of the fact that the sir .ike was. compteteJy..meg ~, i 
the police stem disintarestemy, uy., two ot t .~  .s?x 
branches did manage m open xor mmnees wtm me 
administrative staff on the second, day/ 
Then the whole thingcollapeed on Day Three amid. 
mmbks of a threatened legal strike in th e same six, •, 
branches. • ' 
At the moment, with the "Big Five" - the Royal, :' 
Canadian Imperial, Montreal, Nova Scotia and ' ,  
Toronto-Dominion - having something llke 7,000-odd (.i
branches all across Canada, a general strike seems ,~ 
pretty remote. 
But so did pellce strikes at one time..i 
It was unthinknble that the police, of.all public ~ 
service groups, should walk off the Job and leave their ~ 
cities and citizens to the'mercies of the hoodlums and ~ 
hoollgans. 
But  it has happened. Twice in Montreal when the ';~ 
hanks were the prime victims with bandits on a spree, i*
And it happened, in Bathurst, New Brunswick. , 
So the problem of banks now must be added to .~ ,: 
question of police and other ~se.ntisi public servt.cm: 
striking when Parliament at una coming snsmon ~.* 
reconsiders the whole labor situation. , 
The Conservatives, with their heavy law and order ~ .- 
content in the new Parliament, are thinking of a c loser  
definition of "essential" and how to make it stick in 
the face of a strike threat. 
But back to the banks, ' ~' 
As the law now stands - it permlts hank strikes - 
pickets can only legally picket by distrlbuting in - :  
formation. .:. 
They cannot inconvenience the cuetom~'sj much  : 
less pl~stcally block access to the bank," 
But in the Soguenay-La c St. Jean district they  
already have. ~ 
And nothing happened. ~ * ': 
Pull usioniztng of the big ha ,r~, s sean~ b long way,:--. 
off. " ' ' .',, ,' • .~,. ~ ..... vi,':,c. ~ . " ,. 
• Of ti~ 7,000 or so branches of the "Big Five," only 45, .-. 
have won union certification frum the Canada Labor  
Relatiom Board, and none, so far, have managed to, 
slgn contracts. ' *:. 
But bargaining proceeds and the unions have ¢ 
expert advice and often on-the-ground help of the 
unions, like the Auto workers. . 
SO unless Parliament throws ome legislative block, 
in the labor climate that has so long prevailed i~/, ' 
government of throwing in the towel in any S .~io~ ~. 
dispuk ~, mask uniodZkffon of the banks vOm][dl / j~' . '~ 
inevitable.. 
Besides carefully legal means to oppose  
unionization, the banks have been taking other 
defensive measures. 
If the branches of one or two of the five big char- 
tared banks should be struck, the others, under :i 
pressure, could handle the business for a limited time. , 
i soxhe banking could be done by mail - except hat ~,. 
, you know the Pest Office a~ ~w.~i~ddable it is - 
!but that would not , so lvb : t i~~le~,  o~nss  to 
safety depnsit boxes. .. 
But with today's heavy reliance on computers, the 
unions in a national striks could seriously cripple i/ii 
operations by calling out the data processing staffs, 
In a pinch - it the unions, running against: 
established form, avoided .violence and phyoical 
confrontation - management dght carry one, but 
only to a degree. 
SO don't think you haven't got a personal stake -~ 
maybeyou never thought about hanks before - i n any 
enanges in labor laws that the Clark government 
processes in Parliament. 
IT IS CALLED ACID RAIN 
Pol lut ion goes up but it comes down again 
By IAN STEWART Mar said it is not unBorm lngisiation bet Mar regalations ~t  never con- I'm not sure we could 
EDMONTON (CP) -- 
English physicist Sir Isaac 
Newton's discovery that 
what goes up must even. 
tually come down is being 
dramatically illustrated 
through a phenomenon 
known na acid rain. 
Federal Environment 
Minister John Fraser has 
said that acid rain, which 
contains ulphuric and uliric 
acid from pollutants poured 
into the air from industrial 
chimneys and vehicle 
exhausts, is the meat serious 
environmental problem that 
Canada has faced. 
Some environmental 
experts ay the problem may 
become worst in the West as 
Alberta's ell sands are 
developed during the next 10 
years. 
But John Mar, nor. 
thwestsrn regional director 
of the federal environmental 
protection service, says the 
problem in Alberta is not 
expected to become critical 
for about 30 years. 
"That's assuming the 
present rate of growth and 
also assuming that 
technology won't eliminate 
sulphur dioxide ntirely," he 
metric tonnea annually 
compared with total untiedsi 
emissions of about 6.5 
million metric tonnss. It is 
estimated there will be 20 oil 
sands plants olperetin8 In 
Alberta by the turn of the 
century. 
A rel~t prepared by John 
Deflr and Sarga Dobko f the 
Alberta environment depart- 
meat's standards and ap- 
proveis division, says it is 
not possible to estimate the 
impact of the oil sands 
development "because there 
ts no indication as to bow 
many "plants will be 
operating at any given 
time." 
"However, it is expected 
that the trend of 
technological improvement 
demonstrated by the two 
operating plants and the 
additional planned plants 
will continue and the amount 
of sulphur dioxide from 
developing this rmource will 
be minimized." 
The report notes that the 
emission rate for the first 
plant built is 28.4 tmnes of 
sulphur dioxide per 1,000 
cubic metres of bitumen 
processed, for the second 
plant it is 11.$ and for future 
said. proposed plants the emission 
Sulphur dioxide emissions " rate is in the 3.3 to 6.3 range. 
from the two existing oil Mar said the sulphur 
sands plants sear Fort dioxide problem could he 
McMurray are about 107,000 . eliminated entirely at the 
two currently operating oil 
sands plants but the cost 
Would be prohibitive. 
Hennle Veldhuizen, 
reaional head of the federal 
air pollution control service, 
said emtaainna are expected 
to increase about 28 per cent 
in Alberta during the next six 
years. 
Veidhulzen said strict 
dProvlnclal emission stan- 
ards, new pollution- 
abatement echnology and 
smaller amounts of imported 
airborne sulphur dioxide 
from the United States will 
delay the impact of acid rain 
in the West by up to 20 years. 
He said sulphur dioxide 
emissions are expected to 
reach 889,000 metric tonnss 
by 1996 if oil sands 
development continues as 
planned. . 
Mar said Alberta and Sas- 
katchewan are somewhat 
more furtuuate than Ontario, 
where the acid rain iproblem 
is the most severe, necause 
lakes in the two Prairie 
provinces are more alkaline 
and can withstand more 
acid. 
Oil sands plants are not the 
only culprits in Alberta. 
Refineries, naturai-r-nd sour- 
ps  plants and cement and 
fertilizer plants also con- 
tribute their share of sulphur 
dioxide to the atmosphere. 
oconomisalfor most existing noted that the Amorlesna 
sour-and naturel-gus plants haves more serious problem 
to install emission- with acid rain than Canada 
abatement equipment 'bu~ • does. ' .  . 
newpinntamuetbebullt.with: Alberta1 emumlon-contrni 
abatement equipment, .' . ,  objectives are niodelled on 
There is no uniform :federal desirable levels and 
control of sulphur dioxide, are the tonghest in the 
emissions in Canada' at country. They limit sulphur 
,resent, The U.S. has dioMd eembaions to .01 ppm 
, , , ,  : ~ .. 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear Sir: 
It is most unfortanate that 
Thomas Atrill does not give 
his home address. As our 
only contact with this man 
and his 'unusual' ideas is 
throuah the pages of your 
paper, we trust that you will 
pass this message along. 
I have been requested by 
the students in my political 
science class at the college to 
invite Mr. Atrill as a guest 
speaker. Thin would be for 
the second full week of 
November on Monday or 
Thursday afternoon or 
Wednesday morning. His 
position on the executive of 
the Social Credit and his 
outspoken views would 
certainly add to the 
education of these people. 
I look forward to hearing 
from Mr. Atrlll on this 
matter in the very ncar  
future. If he feels that the 
'left' is so mistakm, here is 
an opportunity for him to 
address the matter to a 
group of young people. 
Should an evening session he 
more convenient, I am 
certain that it could he 
arranged. 
Thank you for the op- 
portunlty to make this In- 
vitatlon. 
Youre truly, 
Paul Johnston 
(parts per million) annually, 
.06 ppm daily, .17 ppm hourly 
and.3 ppm for one half.hour. 
The Deflr-Dobko report 
said the province's largest 
sinale source of sulphur 
dioxide emissions is the 
Suncor oil sands plant. 
The plant is licensed to 
emit a maximum of 120,000 
tmnea of sulphur dioxide 
annually, equivalent to 
approximately 20per cant of 
the Alberta total. By com. 
perison, emisaloun from both 
a~t ing  oil sands plants is 
one-frith of the amount 
emitted by one of the lane 
metal-smelting stacks in 
~de~si~ Ont. The Alberta 
rate is about one- 
twelfth of the total sulphur 
dioxide discharged by 
Canadian Indnstrlea. 
The report strossen that 
the environment department 
is elcaelymonitcring tiz 
possible impact of sulphur 
compounds on air, water, 
soils and veptotton. 
Jeff Winkelaar, secretary 
of Save Tomorrow Oppose 
Pollution (STOP), says 
Alberta's laws are strlagunt 
bet they aren't being en. 
forced. 
Wlnkeinar enid Suncor -- 
formerly Great Canadian Oil 
Sands -- has been tried 
"hundreds of times" under 
the provincial Clean Air Act 
for violating emission 
victod. 
He said a report prepared 
by Sun Oil Co. Ltd. In 1976 
concluded that sulphur 
dioxide emissions could be 
reduced at a reasonable coat. 
The STOP spokesman said 
Syncrude is in much the 
same situation and that a 
Joint federal.provincial 
~pert said the plant could 
uce its emission level at a 
cost that would not be 
problbltive. 
STOP wants the govem- 
meat o be more aggressive 
in enforcing its nnti-pollution 
regulaUom. 
"The companies are 
making profits and if they're 
not forced to in- 
stall(abatomentl equip- 
ment, they won't,'eaid 
Wlnkelanr, "There could ' 
well be problems unless 
emissions are reduced in the 
next l0 to 30 years." 
Dr. G.L. Leako, head of 
Syncruds's environmental 
affairs department, says the 
government.indusb.y em- 
sortium's plant compiles 
with emission.control 
requirements "about 95 per 
cent of operating time." 
Leako said the plant would 
have to lower its embalon 
rate to 20 per cent of the 
present level to attain ab- 
solute compliance. 
"It would he very difficult. 
elinMunte the problem en. 
tirely" 
Lcoko said all gases from 
Syncrude are discharged 
into the air. 
At maximum production, 
975 tons of elemental sulphur 
is recovered daily at the  
complex and another 143 
tons of sulphur dioxide is 
released into the at- 
mosphere. An additional 94 
kilograms of sulphur is 
recovered in the coke 
produced by Synerude. 
Leako said Syncrude was 
producing 100,000 barrels 'of 
synthetic rude o/1 daffy in 
July and August. 
There are two on.site 
sulphur plants which remove 
sulphur from the gas as well 
as an amine plant which 
pa.rt~. Ily eonveris hydrogen 
smphide into sulphur. Gases 
from the burned coke cannot 
be redirected through the 
sulphur plants so they have 
to escape Into the air. 
Leako said there is con- 
tinuous ground-level 
monitoring of elr com- 
position. Rceesroh abe is 
being carried out through 
monitoring of a netwurk ot 
licken plants in the 
surrounding area. The 
scientist said llcheM are 
more sensitive to at. 
mospheric onditions than 
other plants. 
plOWER 
POLITICS 
Jam Hydro es Bay opens 
~y ERiC HAMOVITCH _The i~neipalaetom were feast and produce special 
~AGRANDE-3, Que, (CP) t'remler Rene Levesque, books and films. 
-- |  The James Bay whollnkedquehee's~rowin8 An hour-long., live 
hyllkoeledtrie dam, a 8reaf energy prowess with his television special brouRht 
fea-~(~, human.engineadag, y.earning for Quebec in- the event into liviag roo .ms, 
we~t into scrvt.ce Saturday ~lepenaence, and. mrmer but when it was time mr 
amidst a very human flurry 
of puaucking. 
Electricity 
rate hike 
protested 
NELSON, B.C. (CP) --  
Fo~'B.C. communities have 
attacked proposed rate In. 
creases by West Kootenay 
PoWer and Light Co. as 
un i t  and unreasonable. 
A!83 per cent increase in 
rat~, as proposed by the 
company, would "subject 
wholesale customers to 
"un~de prejudice and 
di~dvantaga," says a brief 
p r@ared by councils in 
Nelson, Grand Forks, 
Pentieton and Summerland. 
The.la'ief is to be presented 
Tuesday at a B.C. Enerl~ 
Comvlaslon heari~ on the 
~=e .w~ed inersam.. 
Tl~e relationship between 
Co~//ineo Ltd. and West 
Kootonay Power, its wholly- 
owned subsidiary, is a major 
target in the brief. 
The communities claim 
tha~, with one firm con- 
trolling the other, in- 
terc'hangenble directors and 
~lnt use agrsemeenls be- 
twe~n the two, Cominco has 
inxui~ it will be supplied 
with power before area 
premier Robert Beurassa, 
who launched the power 
i~o]eet in 197t and wanted 
Ills share of the ersdit. 
I t  was Levenque who 
pulled the owlteh at 3:3~ p.m. 
F, DT Saturday which sent 
tons of lceeold water 
Levesque to pull the switch, 
somebody in the Radio- 
Canada control room forgot 
tO pull ;his. 
AS a result, viewers saw 
singers and dancers instead 
of the historic moment. 
The wrath of the ancient 
cascading through the first Cree spirit Mlttao was 
of 16 giant turbines which suggested as a possible 
~entually will produce 5.3 cause of this gaffe. 
I~dliun watts ~ elce~eity-- ' The ceremony was 
enough tokeap171 mlilion 60- boycotted by native leaders, 
watt lightbulbs glowing, who disapprove of the 
And it was Levesque who project which has flooded 
gave the key speech at a IradRieaal hunting grounds, 
sumptuous buffet lunchean and by labor lenders angry 
attended by more than 2,000 about fatal work neeidents. 
James Bay workers and Bourasen held a news 
speeinl guesis from as far as conference Saturday to 
China and the Ivory Coast. repeat his proposals for' 
necelerated work on the 
"Our environmeni is suf- future phases of the project, 
fletently divemifted, our own which would generate 
resources abundant enough, surplus eloctrinity for export 
and economic currents to NewYork. 
numerous and natural His plan would have the 
enough for Quebec to be able resulting profits plowed into 
tO choose, in complete 
serenity, its energy orient- an Alberta-style heritage 
fund to finance future in. 
atlons as well as its political dustrial development in 
future," Leve~que enid. 
He was applauded with quebec. But Hydro -Quebee 
shouts by of "oul," the president Robert Boyd said 
rallyiag cry of supporters of Hydro-quebec's mandate is 
the Partl Quebecols to produce energy for 
soverei~ty.assoelstlon quebec. He said exports will 
option in Quehee's in- 'continue mainly on a 
dependence referendum seasonal basis. 
next spring. 
But It was Bourassa who 
got the loudest cheers and 
-resldenls. who had the must to gain 
from the public exposure. 
At the same time, thebrtef Levesque praised the 
ch~ea,  Comlaea has been project as"'a monument to 
e~portinS power to the U.S.' the glory, the know-hew, the 
for profit and if shortfall dartn~andtha dynamism of 
occurs here, more eXl~asive , those who built it" --  a 
po~er willhave to be b~t  switch from the days when. 
frnmB.C. Hydro for resale he attacked Bourassa for 
at hlgl~er prices to Ko0teeay mortising quebec's futur'e 
residents, in  hydroelectric power. 
Gil Layenck, a West _Th..ec~t0~phaseoneoftha 
KentsnayPowerqpdKe~n~:~.:aam~.,..BaY il.m,~t ~ lip I: 
caidSundny that onlypower billion. I |  iiiel/klus three.  
not needed in Canada in power plants which will 
exported to the U.S. produce enough energy to 
The brief calls on the corn- repines S00,-000 barrels of off 
mission to put West a. day when work k. corn; 
Kootenay and Cominco. ~eted in 1985; div.e~mons 
under its Jurisdiction as mree separate rtver s to 
public utlliUes or place them augment, me_ now. c~ 
under the scrutiny of the mtgnry ,.a t, ranoe; ann 
~'ov~zclal government, more than 5,000 Idlomelres 
of transmission lines to 
"Itis submitted that (West southern Quebec. 
Koohmay) has slmp!]~ not Aheut~50,000wasspentto 
accused lls f~omibil lty to" s ta~ "the ,,,,=-~-., ' 
~.~,  ~,.~ . . . . . .  ,. ,' . . . .  :i 
rates, the maet says. tertainers, throw a laviah 
SEARCH ON 
FOR SAILOR 
'VICTORIA (CP) - -  about 7:10 a.m., Just 
Three  'Canad ian  before he was to maha a 
destroyers and U.S. Coast scheduled equipment 
Guard vessels end air. check. He would have 
craft were searshing the been wearing a lifeJacket 
seas 1,550 kilometres at the time, Pepper said. 
The Q'unppelle, along 
with the • HMCS 
northeast of Hawaii 
Sunday fur a Canadian 
sailor reported missing 
from the destroyer HMCS 
~'uappelle. 
Lieut. Dick Pepper of 
search and rescue said 
Mackenzie and HMCS 
Saskatchewan, were on a 
long-raage eavlgational 
training cruise. They 
ware headed to San 
Diego ,  Ca l i f . ,  f rom 
Arthur Stunley Campbell Hawaii when Campbell 
of London, Ont., a marine was reputed ml~.  
engineering menhanle, Pepper said the search 
was discovered missing was being condaeted in 
early Sunday during a light seas, but the vesaek' 
routine muster check, movement was being 
Pepper said he was lust restricted by merchant 
seen whlle on watch at dllpping dabris. 
Bridge workers walk 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A CNR spokesman Ai 
construction crew working Menard said the workmen, 
on the damaged Canadian employed by Canron Inc., 
National Railway bridge feared the tower had moved 
across Burrard Inlet Walked overnight, dislodging the 
the Job Sunday because shlm and malting the tower 
the workers believed the unsafe. 
structure was unsafe. , He said Cannon en~neers 
Inspected the structure 
About 20 men, naembersof Sunday and found no 
the lntornationalAsencintlon evidence the tower had 
of Bridge, Structural and moved or shifted. 
Ornamental Iron Workers, The engineers will relz~d 
refused to work when they their findings to the union to- 
discovered a shim under the day, but it is not know if the 
northeast leg of the bridge's workers will return to the 
north tower hadcome free. A job. 
shim Is a metal wedge used The bridge was knocked. 
tr, Join larger pieces of iron. out of service two weeks ago 
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He's just one of us 
By DOUG LONG posed for pictures and nobodies 50 yards off 
CALGARY (CP) -- There pumped hands during his Parliament H i l l . . .  . 
are no government Jets two-day visit to Edmonton "me night of n~n ann 
wallh~ for Pierre Trudcau and Calgary last weekend, principal, secretary Jim 
• as he travels the country. While airport onlookers Cou.tts.Jest..nn8 lot. seam.on a
Neither are there throngs did double-takes, Trudeau L~a.~en tarsus nero Item 
ef well-wishers, beaming hammed it up for the Edmonton may nave 
munioipal politicians or cameras, hopped on moving brought that realization 
hordes of reporters to ~,~et home to observers. 
his arrival at local airports. 
Instead, the 60-ynar-old 
former prime minister 
~ eues up shoulder to oulder with hundreds of 
ether travellers, luggage in 
hand, as he moves from 
check.in counter to bagpge 
carousel. 
Life and lifestyle have 
changed for the Liberal 
party's most prominent 
politician, Just five months 
after being turfed out of 
~flce. 
Gone are the phalanx of 
officials, stern security 
officers and motorcades of
sleek black limousines. 
They have been replaced 
f~ell startled glances from 
ow passengers, hesitant 
handshakes and station 
wagons that crawl through 
rush.hour traffic. 
But the mercurial Trudcau 
appears to take the tran- 
sition in stride. 
When a reporter sidled up 
at Calgary's airport to 
needle about he scarcity of 
adoring female admirers to 
~m~et his arrival, Trudean 
shot back: "Yeah, only 
crumbs like you." 
Although still intenlive of 
his privacy, Trudeau 
willl~ly signed autographs, 
baggage belts and Joked with 
airline persounel. 
Wearing a wide-brimmed 
western stetson, he appeared 
to enjoy the relative 
anonymity and freedom of 
movement that marked his 
fund-raising visit to the 
lXovtnee. 
Trudeau once outraged 
MPs in the Commons when 
he told them they were 
But Tredean is unlikely to 
receive much sympathy 
from two veteran travellers 
who have logged months In 
airports and lineupe. Prime 
Minister Joe Clark and Ed 
Broadhent, leader of the 
New Democratic Party, 
would only welcome hhn to 
the club. 
Five die in fire 
By TIlE CANADIAN PRE88 Lauretto, 3,and Carl, 1, were 
Five members of one found in oue room of the 
family killed Sunday in a 
house fire in Powell River 
were among at least eight 
persons who died ac- 
eidentn!ly in British 
Columbia during the 
weekend, a survey shows. 
The other three died in 
traffic accidents. 
Police said the house fire 
in Powell River, 130 
kilometres northwest of 
Vancouver, was started by a 
faulty heater. A pipe leading 
from an oil space heater 
caused awall to heat up and 
ignite. 
RCMP said the bodies of 
Carl Douglas Klngsbury, 36, 
hls wife Margaret Rose, 33, 
and children Paul, 5, 
house. 
The five are believed to 
have died from 
asphyxiation. 
Sldaey Norman Brown, 58, 
and his wife ~aneis, 56, of 
Langley, were killed 
Saturday in n two-vehicle 
crash in Surrey. 
James Robert Smith, 61, of 
Mission, wan killed Saturday 
when struck by a truck es he 
was pushing abicycle across 
Highway 7 In Mission. 
t 
The survey from 6 p.m. 
Friday to midnight Sunday 
night local times does not 
include murders, suicides 
and industrial accidents. 
'lisa IS I OUIU  
A 'll)Ngr IN 'IWO I AIlS. 
ISN'T HE PAYING MORE 
FOR INS[JllANCE? 
A professional 
8X!0 colour portrait 881  
Choose from our selection of eight scenic 
and colour backgrounds. You may select 
additional portraits offered at reasonable 
prices, with no obligation. See our new 
large Decorator Portrait, Satisfaction 
' always, or your money cheerfully refunded. 
One sitting per subject- $1 per subject for 
• additional subjects, groups, or individuals 
!'..in the same family. Persons under 18 
must be accompanied by parent or guardian. 
; Tues. Oct. 30, Wed. Oct. 31 - 10 - 5 
' Thurs. Nov. 1, Fri. Nov: ~ 2-  10.8 
Sat. Nov.  3 - 10-5 
" 4647 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
l lVO t lh l l t l r  f l l  
i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i i 
i '  
,,. ,,.,/ ~' .~.. , i.~ , • . . . . .  
g o  until now.ther~ simply ha~n't been a satisfactory s stem for placing additional fi ancial responsibility on 
peopie who c o~ s[st~'ti~'.C~t~ 'a~ci~i~tS: As things tand, this man only loses his Safe Dri~ng Vel~)cte Discount... once. 
' . But that's all¢ltol~fftc~'t:~all~te7 '.':,.' ":,." " . .~.~,~'~ ,Y ~ '~"  ~',3:'~ ~I ' ,  ¢,t'., : .  • 
The Provincial ~rdvemmen~as,.cl~llenged the entrre auto insurance industry to'develop'anew rating 
system based on indiv.idua~~bfflt~e¢.qpd~re~onsibilities rather than probabilities-one that doesn't discriminate against 
anyone because of age, gd~~at~.  ~oqg where they live. :" ' 
' I . . . .C  B C's resp oiisdis'a . . . .  ie;~olYfitio ~ ' "  new program called Fundamental . . . . . . .  Auto Insurance Rating. We call it F. . . . .  A I R 
Because itis fair. The progr.ai~. '  ~ ~0,1~'phased in on March 1, 1980 wath first pnonty bcmg g~ven to 
removing age, sex and mai ' i ta i s ' ta t6g~in  determining how much yo-- "--" ~ ............... :" .......... 
Those changes will be made in the f~t  two years. Geographic nequalities 
levelling out in 1980 and will be e l i r r~'~lBy 1985. 
By/Vlarch 1,1982, the basic id~a~ll be in place: everyone will be in: 
until proven guihy; everyone will be a safe driver until proven unsafe; ever 
entitled to a base premium until they lose that right. 
But if everyone njoys these rights, they must also share the respo 
That's why the new F. A.I.R. program includes aDriver Accident Premium 
The implementation of the Accident Premium will place the principal respc 
bility on the driver who causes accidents. 
And that brings us back to our multiple-accident driver. Obviously, 
any program that sets a fair base premium is going to cost money. 
So who'll make up the difference ?The bulk of the money will eventually 
come from those who are responsible for accidents. They'll pay 
higher premiums. And the more accidents hey have, the more frequently 
they have them, the higher their premiums can go. 
Isn't hat the way it should be.~ That's F. A. I.R. 
Insurance Corpor:lti¢ln of British Coluiilbia 
l t 
•-~ 
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Heed Hazards  
Of  Ha l loween 
By Abigail Van Buren 
= 1979 by Chicago Tribune.N.Y. News Syn rl. Inc. 
DEAR READERS: With Halloween just around the 
corner, may i point out that this happy holiday sometimes 
ends In disaster for some. According to the National Safety 
Council, 135 Halloween fatalitleo ccurred last year. Some 
were children who died In Halloween-related traffic ac. 
cideuts. Some were youngsters who were fatally burned 
due to flammable costumes. And others died after eating 
booby.trapped "treats." 
The American Optometric Assooiatiou, whose 22,000 
members are concerned with the need for seeing and being 
seen, offers the following safety tips: 
• Buy FLAME-PROOF cootumeo nly. Dr il costumes 
are made at home, treat the fabric with a flume.resistant 
solution. 
• Because masks, floppy hats, wigs and veils often in- 
terfere with a child's vision, use MAKEUP instead. 
• Accessories uch as swords, broomsticks, hatchets, 
wands, etc., should be made of CARDBOARD rather than 
plastic, metal or wood. Sharp items are dangerous. 
• Provide youngsters with flashlights to prevent falls on 
sidewalks or porch steps. IPesitively NO lighted candles 
should be carriedl} 
• Decorate your child's costume ned trickster• bag with 
reflective tape to make them highly visible to motorists. 
• Remind children that they should NEVER enter the 
home of a stranger or accept rides. 
• Adults can help hy keeping their yards well-lighted. 
Parents should check aH "treats" before allowing children te 
eat them. 
Very young children should always be accompanied by an 
adult. 
DEAR ABBY: A woman physician, married for nine years 
to a career officer in a foreign military service, says their 
marriage was never consummated. She signed herself 
DOING FINE WITHOUT. 
I am reminded of a quotation from Voltaire, who said,(re 
sexl: "The only aberration is abstinence." 
Respectfully, 
JOEL FRIEDMAN 
DEAR JOEL: One could say, "Abstinence makes the 
heart grow louder." 
DEAR ABBY: The invitations are out, the wedding ifts 
" '  are eol~iihg'iiiand the'~'ddlhg is to take place soon. 
• ,4  ", .;My,~i~.qce:and:I.:wtat:~o s ;~oun'sel0r becaiike, we, can't 
seem to agl'ee On many thlngs~(We argue constantly.) 
I am beginning to think it's a mistake to continue. 
The counselor says to either postpone the wedding or 
forget it. What does one do (and bow) at this stage? 
It can only get worse• 
CHICKEN 
DEAR CHICKEN: Cancel the wedding either by 
telephone or telegr~un immediately, it will be somewhat 
sticky, but far better than being stuck in a bad marriage. 
. .i" : "- . .." .~  ~ ' :~. . :  b" '." . . . . . . . . . . .  e~-,,:~ ,, 
if you need help in writfmg lettero of sympathy, con- 
gratulations or thank.you letters, get Abhy's booklet "How 
to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send $1 and a long, 
stamped (28 cents), sell-addressed envelope to Abby: 132 
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hfll$o Calif. 90212. 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
_ _  Frances Drake =_.._ 
ARIES ' iltfl~li!~ 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)'sO'~'b 
You may feel like retreatin~ 
from the world. Be protective 
of health. Don't be idle. 
Engage your interest with 
favorite hobbies. 
TAURUS t~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Do your best o put on a good 
front. Though there are snags 
in your social life, you still 
may meet someone worth 
impressing. 
GEMINI 20) l l lrei~.. 
(May 21 to June 
You may fritter away 
valuable time before you 
realize that the key to career 
advancement is through hard 
work and soil-discipline. 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July 22) ( ~  
Be more discriminating in
judgments and less careless in 
thinking, or you'll put your 
foot in your mouth. Enjoy p.m. 
recreation. 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. 
You're easily tempted to be 
extravagant. Forget the 
magnanimous gesture, and 
concentrate on improving 
security, especially re home 
base. 
WGO ~ 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Petty irritations are 
possible re partnerships and 
getting along with others. 
Forget criticisms, and have a 
good heart-to-heart talk. 
L~A 2~) .n .~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 
Pay attention at work or you 
• could miss a valuable chance 
to improve income, You're 
also inclined to be neglectful 
of physical welfare. 
scoRPio ~j~,  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Parties and good times 
likely, though don't overplay 
your hand. A carefree attitude 
should not lead to boisterous 
or outlandish behavior. 
SAGIVrAmUS ~l i~  
(Nov. 22 to Dee. 2i) 
Y~u're not thinking clearly 
. about a domestic matter, You 
need repose to make the right 
decision-- and a further grasp 
of the facts. 
CAPRICORN 1 ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
You're sensitive now and 
e~sily upset with others' 
i f l ippant ways;Don't  ake 
, yoursolf so seriously. Talks 
with good friends favored. 
AQUARIUS . 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ~,=~ 
Don't be careless with 
possession or financial 'In. 
terests. An id~ of a superior 
or mate is worth following for 
career progress. 
PiSC= X~" 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Intent on doing for yourself, 
you may be neglectful of 
other.,,'. Your best interests 
may be served through 
discussions with advisers. 
/ YOU BORN TODAY have a 
flair for the written and 
spokenword ,  but are 
sometimes set in your ways. 
You have intense convictions 
and can he domineering. 
ll¢ll NI 
{?-.,., 
"Don ' t  blame the cat. What would you do if 
someone sat on youT ~ 
I I I I+ I i T [111  111 I I I 1 1 I I  
. , i  ,~ 
C R O S S W O R D  
ACROSS '40 Assist 59 Wise man 
1 Biblical idol 41 Cetacean: DOWN 
§ Greek letter comb. form 1 German 
8 Cicatrix 43 Weaken composer 
12 Recorded 45 Shuts ~ Dull pain 
proceedings 47 Crinkled 3 Aconite 
1~I Decompose crepe 4 Frozen 
14 -- En-lai 51 Solemn vow de~ert 
15 Treelike 5Z Barnyard 5 Pressman 
cactus creatures 6 Schooldance 
1/Vulgar 54 Table apread 7 Details 
contraeflun 55 River island 8 Scrutinized 
18 Moses, on 56 Epochs 9 Asiatic herb 
film 57 Mail 10 First-rate 
18 Chops ,55 Female of 11 Worn 
III Worthless the ruff grooves 
scrap Avg, solution time: 20 man. 
Submerged 
Dry, as 
• wine 
Ill Kind of " 
.profit 
=~ Asiatic 
Idngdom 
31 She loved 
Narcissus 
Free 
Attica 
township 
31 Destroys 8-~9 
Satisfied 
By Eugene S~ffer' 
" 2 3 
12 
15 
!6 Trumpet 18 
20 Author 
Fleming ~ ~ ~J~ ,2' 
23 Weight of . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
India 23 24 25 
24 Old French 31 
COin 
Cowboy ' 36 
• "whips 
~"~y-"  I1t t1!1". 20 Pierre's , - ' - - - - ,  =""  
friend 45 
30 Guided 51 
32 Not part of 
a sedes 
(slang) 
34 Notwith- 57 
standing 
37 Soult -- Made 
39 Soft mineral 
42 Coveted 
award 
44 Main roads 
45 Enclosure 
for fowl 
46 French 
composer 
48 Antitoxins 
49 Obstacle 
50 Bemg 
53 Hasten 
# 
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CRYIWO~UIP 
YRWPDOR XZRF IZYA XZ I I  KBK 
FBNP TO "YTWN KNBADY'  
'Yesterday's CrylltoqalP - -  DISSONANT MUSIC DISAP. 
POINTS CLASSICAL MUSICIAN. 
Today's Cryptoqalp due: B equals A
The Cr~ptoqulp is a simple su~tltutl~, d p~r  ~X which each 
letter used stands for another, ix you tang umi equals O, it 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished bytrial and error. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
o1= 
•CATFISH 
, : [~.  
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterrnan 
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By TONY ATHERTON 
It might be supposed that with one of the 
world's finest harbors, located smack in the 
middle ef British Columbia's shaggy north coast, 
Prince Rupert would be a natural for, the export 
of forest products. 
The supposition would be quite correct, but 
the development of that potential is surprisingly 
recent. 
The recent upswing is not solely the result of 
sudden increased logging activity, however. 
Although innovative techniques have broadened 
the'industry, forestry on the north coast has a 
history as venerable as that of fishing. 
One major catalyst for the improvement is a 
~ew emphasis on Prince Rupert as a major port. 
• Pulp has been a major commodity for the 
port since 1951 when Canadian Cellulose Co. Ltd. 
(formerly ColumbiaCellulose) first opened on 
Watson Island south of the city. A second kraft 
pulp plant which began operation last fall has 
meant increased throughput for the port, and it's 
a fact that only wheat surpasses pulp in the 
volume of commodity through the port. 
But if pulp exports have been a success 
story, lumber shipments have had a checkered 
career .  
A decade and a half ago, the Vancouver- 
based Johnston Terminals, operating a section of 
the Canadian National Railways Ocean Dock on 
the Prince Rupert waterfront pioneered the 
throughput development of rough lumber from 
mills as far away as the Albertan rockies. But 
exports were limited, and the small  volumes 
w~re further educed by the closure of the City's 
only local sawmill in 1968. 
The burning of the CNR Ocean Dock in June 
of 1972 marked the end of an era .for the Port of 
Prince Rupert, but another event, three months 
earlier, had already launched a new age. 
In March of the same year, exactly 60 years 
after Prince Rupert had been recognized as a 
national port, federal recognition of the need for 
a west coast alternative to Vancouver resulted In 
the designation ofthe city as a National Harbor. 
The decision to press for harbor develop- 
mpnt in Prince Ru~rt  could not have come 
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Bright "future predicted for lumber ,here 
sooner. Across the province, 1972 was the further expansion of lumber throughput, many of the mills to court alternative markets, 
however. About 90 per cent of the port's lumber perhaps along the U.S. Pacific Coast, and ship 
through Prince Rupert. fo ld=g inn ing  of a dramatic upswing in exports, with rest products retaining a high place among 
export commodities. 
The National Harbors Board was not long in 
assessing the situation replacing the potential of 
the razed CN" dock with Fairview Terminal, 
completed in mid-1977. The 40-acre terminal, 
with its L400 feet of dock space, provides ample 
space for handling various commodities and, • 
following the installation of lumber treatment 
tanks in 1978, the pert again began to attract he 
interest of northern B.C. mills. 
By the end of this year some 70 million board 
feet of lumber will have passed through the pert, 
representing a 100.per cent increase over last 
year's throughput. But, according to Port 
Manager Bob Kitching, the port's capacity for 
lumber shipments has not yet even been dented. 
There are singular problems, facing the 
Story and photo courtesy the Prince Rupert Daily News 
I 
Port plan stalled 
VANCO~/ER (CP) -- A ~-Natimal Railways pier at controlled by aueterity- 
visionary development plan • the foot of Main Street on ghbfoOttaws, lacks both the 
for Vancouver, s decaying Burrard Inlet.lParkland authority and the f undo'to 
waterfrm/,t ,.tlia.t:,.~@ok ...17 ', wdnld lead tO a maanu~ move 6's fgo2shesd, e 
months and'..,~[~q~0 to ~' bland.. There.~were ~ ~, The ne~Progrosalve C n- 
develop hak-. I~MYdtl'mant '~. sunlit '~mmrts ~d:  rdbito~ kervative ~federal govern- 
- ' - -  merit has honored a Liberal since it was unveiled with gardens. 
fanfare 18 months ago. So much for the dreams, pledge to pmvldo $10 million 
Meanwhile, similar plans " The reality is that the for a convention centre on 
for other Pacific ports, such harbors board, a federal the waterfront, but is 
unlikely to advance any 
more, he says. 
A board spokesman says 
a l thougb in .house  
engineering " "" 
being conduct 
improvement 
demolition or 
to t straighte| 
shorol~e are 
next spring. 
Port manai 
says the key 
be the cenve| 
cost an el 
agency, has not yet com- 
pleted the fir4t atep, which 
was to nogciiate with CNR 
with a view to taking over 
the pier. 3 
The negotiations startS, 
stalled and got nowhere. 
The result is the Van- 
.c~er!  port; Canpda's 
l/~it~st/in teri=s" el tennage 
shipped, remains as it was. 
The principal consultant 
behind the harbors board 
plan, Gerald Hamilton ct 
Central Waterfront Con- 
as San Diego, Calif., are 
movingl ahead while the 
National Harbors Board 
proposal fades into the 
distance. 
The V/mcouVer plan, set 
out in 6.~ glossy pages and 
exquisite artist's • con- 
cepflons,'featur~l, L~ is~;  
that',~ would,, cliange the 
harbor from a wasteland of ' 
rotting piers, railway tracks, 
unkempt gravel ear parks 
and a handful of marine 
Imdne~ns operating out of 
portable shacks into a snltants, ays the report now million. On, 
wonderland of parks, shops, is out of dote, although he under way, I 
restaurants and moorage for believes it could null .be a. pieces will fai 
fishing boats and service use falblueprtntforarev|ve(! a Jigsaw p.uz~ 
" veseek, reaeve4opment pro~...ren~... ~ While val 
A public fish market was. ," Hamilton says.~e v.a~t'.dmaJor .ship 
to be located on a Canadian .conver ~.  aommmtrquon,, commoames 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  her, paper, 
San Diego is 
base for 150 U 
But the two cities are 
similar in size and both were 
left with a decaying 
waterfront as shlim and the 
industries which service 
them moved away from the 
downtown core. 
The difference is that the 
California city now is into the 
final stage of construction of
an ll.acre complex named 
Seaport Village which is 
expected to attract hree-to- 
four million visitors a year 
and provide ~00 tourist- 
industry related Jobs. , 
Private industry has put 
up the $14-mimon cost for 
walkway~, contoured gar- 
dens, picnic areas and a 
bicycle path leading to 
shopping and sating areas. 
The Son Diego port will 
take a percentage of the 
revenue from food and liquor 
and use it to build non-profit 
facilities such as parks. 
Meanwhile, in the 
equivalent area of Van- 
enuver, stmllere along the 
waterfront find a garbage- 
strewn wasteland with no- 
where to sit and harbors 
board signs along 8 pitted 
roadway warning the public 
to stay away unless they ere 
on businnsJ. . 
course  
to be 
held here 
The Terrace Art 
Association is sponsoring a
Tapestry Design Workshop 
by Barbara Falkowska on 
Nov. ' 10 and lt. 
Falkowska is from War- 
saw, Poland and is a 
graduate of the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Warsaw. She 
has exhibited her tapestries 
in many one-man and group 
shows throughout Poland, in 
Coina, Mexico, Demnark, 
Belgium and Italy. Her 
shows have also appeared in 
Leningrad, Stuttgart, 
Cologne, Prague, Lausanne, 
New York and most recently 
.in Stockholm. 
Her work is included in a 
nmnher of museum¢, as well 
as in private collections in 
Eorope and North America. 
~e  is flumt in English an~ is 
an experienced instructor. 
For more information on 
this workshop and to 
register, phone Mary Walker 
at 63~404, Barbara Hlghe at 
685-7562, orwrite the Terrace 
Art Association, Box 62, 
shipment hin year originated at one Prince 
George mill, Northwocd. The remaining ten per 
cent was cream, unexpected, but not uhap- 
preciated, collected when intense fall flooding 
briefly cut off the regular eastward freight rain 
route of two Terrace mills. 
And yet, over the next few years, Kitching 
boldly predicts another 100 per cent increase -- 
and more. 
There is a half billion board feet of lumber 
(~roduced annually; in northern B.C., most of it 
estined for markets in mid-western U.S. With 
controlled low freight rates on U.S. rail carriers, 
the mills find it cheaper to ship their product by 
train. 
With the U.S. government considering 
deregulation of freight rates as an aid to 
faltering carriers, rates are likely to increase 
dramatically. Kitching says this could cause 
BARBARA 
FALKOWSKA 
But hoped for increases will not be totally 
accounted for by a sudden shift in the shipping 
practices of interior mills. Talk of new local 
lumber mills, a decade after the Prince Rupert 
Forest Products closed its doors, has port of- 
ficials licking their chops in keen anticipation. 
Two major mill proposals are presently 
before the provincial Forest Service awaiting a 
decision on timber supply after a Prince Rupert 
Forest District Timber inventory is released 
next month. 
Officials of Silver Grizzly Logging say that 
an experimental helicopter logging operation on 
the Khutzeymateen I let about 60 kflometres 
north of heR.has proved successful enough to 
warrant alocal mill, with an annual output of up 
to 50 million beard feet. - 
Silver Grizzly's Elmer Fish says that the 
new mill may be dependent On obtaining timber 
rights on the Scotia River, now held by Q.C. 
Timber Ltd. with sawmills in the lower 
mainland. A further hitch in the proposal is the 
company's expressed desire to set up its milling 
operations on Ridiey Island, whose fate is, as 
yet, still in limbo. 
A less conditional proposal is one put for- 
ward by Gregory Industries Ltd., a wall, 
panelling manufacturer in Delta. Gregory is 
eying a piece of BCDC property at Miller Bay 
recently resoned light industrial at the request of 
the Development Corporation. 
Greogry Industries president, George 
Malpess, anys plans for the ~6 million mill call 
for annual production of some 40 million board 
feet of lower grade spruce and hemlock for 
markets in Japan. . 
The output from these proposals alone could 
increase the port's lumber throughput by almost 
100 million board feet annually. 
In addition, arecently completed roll-on roll- 
off facility at Fairview has made the barging of 
lumber, an economic mode of transport over 
short distances feasible. 
Z=a , n,c. we  i!i!i!iliiiiii!iiiiii i i!i i!!?'::."i i iiii! iii!iiiiii iiiiiiii 
I c,..osu, E 
I Th.  So,vo,,or, Army  HR,FT S O,E w,, bo {,o.d I 
I until further notice as. of Monday, .Oct.  29th due I 
I to renovations. Donations of clothing, etc. ar.p I 
I gratefully declined until the sto'e re-opens in I 
I 3 to 4•weeks.  Watch for announcements of I 
I reopen ing  dates. ' I 
I Capt. O. Thompson I 
Commanding Off icer 
TOYOTA TERCEL. 
The f irst perfect  smal l  car? 
Total Economy Project. Longitudinal Engine. 4.wheel independent The Economy Stonj. 
Toyota will be the first to ,,~ ~ , ~ suspension with MacPher. 
tell you that there's no such son front strut and pure 1980 Toyota "tercel 1.5 litre Fuel 
• thing as perfect, that ~ ~ /  trailing rear arms. There are Consumption t litres per tO0 km 
they will never stop trying to stabilizer bars both front Comparative 
perfect, to improve the and rear. To improve steer- Urban Hi.way Rating 
automobile, inQ stability andbrake [ -~  
Introducing Tercel, the efficiency, to reduce to a Estimates 
Phase 2 Economy Car for minimum snatching and s 0.9 utru/too km equal= 
the crucial years to co~e. torque steering, Toyota appro l Jml ta ly  41 m.p.g. 
,. has ingeniously emRIoyed I gallon spa in  4.$ Utru. 
~ron. t~~/he~~. i  ~ e a / w / t h  a slightly positive -- offset *Nun~r .  bused on ISboratov/ 
Toyo~;~ Te~'e, I~on ibines ~ i i !  t kingpin geometry on Tercel. tat, u=tne,,ppmvM tr.as~n 
front Wl~eel cirK, e ~th ~a new Thus shock transmitted c=m~, t=,t ,~Mu. A~,d censumpUon will vary. Urban 
1.5 litre SOHC longi~ idinal from the road to the steer- winter conlumpUon will be 
engine, 4-wheel inde. i ing wheel is efficiently slanlflcanUY1980 Tmnsportlruter'o,,mdsC°nsUltGuldethe 
pendent suspension, ~iirect supressed and steering for details. 
transmission linkage, balance is maintained. ~ ~ 
2500mm (98") whee base The automatic Tercel is 
and special suspensic minimum. The Lineup. the lowest priced front wheel 
geometry. The four Tercel models drive automatic sold in 
The Tercel has bee~t 4-Wheel Independent 
desi.gned to reduce to a Suspens ion .  
mmlmum the tendency of For years racing cars 
some front wheel ddve have used a 4.wheel 
vehicles to veer with ac- independent suspension. 
celeration or deceleration. Haturally, Tercel has 
Test  d r ive  the  amIz ln l  Terce l  a t  your  Toyota  dea ler .  
TERRACE MOTORS LTD. 4916 Highw 
(Sedan, Sedan TG, Liftback Canada. In fact, the lowest 
and SR5 Liftback) require priced Tercel costs less than 
very little by way of options, the lowest priced Honda. 
'~'~'~i,':"~ ~: ,t.,","~ ~:'!7"~'.,../~ ~'~ L/ , , "~ / ...... ,:'~' ~C,':':: 
ay 16 West Tel: 635-5959 Dealer No. D00449A 
. . . . .  | f 
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CLASSIFIED RATI~S 
LOCAL ONLY: 
29 words or less $2.00 per In. 
sertlon. Over 20 words S cents 
per wOrd. 
3 or more comecullve Insertlons 
SI,50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged tot 
whether run or not, 
Absolutely no refunds after ad 
hae been set. 
CORRECTiONS: 
Must be made before second 
insertion. 
Altowance can be made for only 
one Incorrect ed. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
51.75 lolled. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rotes available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Mlnlmum chargo 55.~0 per In- 
sertion. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISlNO: 
13,60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
• 1,00 per Hoe per month. 
On a 4 month basls only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to day 
of publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT, 
Service charge ef $3.~ an all 
N.S.F. cheqUel, 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
No charge provided newe eub- 
miffed within one month. 15.00 
production charge for wedding 
and.or eneagement pictures. 
News ot weddlnge (write.ups) 
received one month or more 
after evont $10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In ad- 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
81rths 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages S.50 
Deaths S.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memor/al Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
COMMUNITY 
SERVlGES 
SERV!CES,: 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
ilfectlva 
October I, I t / I  
Slngl~ Copy 20(: 
6y Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Cerrlor year 33.00 
6y Mall 3 mth. 15,00 
ByMall " 6mth25.00 
By Mall year 45.00 
Senior Cltlzon year 20.00 
Brltish Commonwealth and 
Unltsd States ot Amerlca one 
year 55.00 
6ox 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
T~race & Dleh'lct 
Thornhlll & District 
PhOne 635-6357 
Kitlmat & Dlsh'Ict 
Phone 4,12-2747 
The Herald reserves the rlght 
toclaeslfy ads under approprlato 
headlnge and to sat rates 
therefore and to determlna page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revles, edit, deselfy or relect 
any advertisement and to retaln 
any answers dlrect~l to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertilement and box 
rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" In- 
structions not picked up wlthln 10 
doye of expiry of an ad- 
vertisement will be destroyed 
unless malllne Instructions are 
reoelved. Those answering Box 
Numbere are requested not to 
send origlnall of dncumants to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of' ercora In ad- 
wrtlumanta must be received 
by the publllher within 30 daya 
after the tlrst publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting apace that the 
liability of the Herald In the 
event of tallure to publish an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error appearing In the ed. 
vertisement a~ published shall 
be limited tothe ~mount paid by 
rite advertlesr f~r only ~la In- 
correct Insertion for the portion 
of the advertising space occupied 
by the Incorrect or emlffed Item 
only, and that tl~tere shall be no 
Iloblllty to any event greater 
than the amount paid for such 
advertising. 
Adverllseme'nts must COmply 
with the I~t'ltleh Columbia 
Human Rl~lhts Act which 
prohibits agY advertlelng that 
discriminates agalnet any 
person b~ause of his race, 
religion, ~x, color, nationality, 
ancesh'y or place of erleln, or 
because his age Is between 44 
and 65 years, unless the condltlon 
is [ustlfMd by a bona fide 
requlremant for the work In. 
volved. 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
| 
NOTICES ..... 
OBITUARIES 
14, :~BUSINESS! :'~ 
• .:~ ..... pERSONAL : . ' . :  
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 p.m 
at St. Mafthew',~ Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
635-4427 after 6:30 p.m. ' 
Birthright Office 
Pregnant? In need of sup. 
port? call Birthright 635. 
3509, 3.4621 Lakelse. 
Terraco Little Theatre Is 
having an evening of theatre 
activit ies Including a 
reading for the Christmas 
play. Want to get Involved? 
Come along to Little Theatre 
Building, Kaium St. at 8 p.m. 
on Friday Oct. 20th. 
NC3.220 
52, WANTED 
TO-RENT 
Do you feel you have • 
office hours: Tues. 11am- drinking problem? There Is 
8pm, Wed. 9:30am.Spm, help 
Thurs. 11am-9pm, Frl lpm- Avallablel 
10pm or call 635-3164 or 635- 
5136 anytime. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
Phone 635.5636 
Alcoholla Anonymous 
MEETINGS: 
Men. 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Men. g p.m. • Nenon - 
Skesna Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Huspltal. 
PETS 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop.in Centre 
atmosphere 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening - -  6:30 p.m. 
-- United Church basement, 
Kltlmat 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
As well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In. 
formation about these and 
other activit ies, please 
phone 635.221S and ask for  
Skeena Centre. See you there. 
any time between 8 am and 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Friday. 
Kltlmet A.A. Construction 
Group in Kitlmet: telephone 
632.3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Mootlngs. 11:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed. 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays. Open Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Skoone Health Unit, 
Kitlmat General Hospital. 
AI.Anon Meetlngl - Tuesday 
- 8 p.m. United Church. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
6384381 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. Thank 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2.3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
6354307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30.3:50 p.m. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30.  3:30 pro. Phone for 
appointment. Babyslflers 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con. 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Mon. and Wed. from 3 
- 4:10 p,m. By appointment 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
reglstratlen. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held avery Mon. afternoon 1 
- 2 p,m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
.those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE.SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4V~ . S yrs. 
(pre.klndergarten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vlsVm, 
hearing screening do're. 
Please phone for ap- 
pointment. 
,VD CLINIC 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment avallahle. 
SANITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with senltetion 
problems, such as food 
polsanlngs and complelnts, 
sewage disposal, pr lvah, 
water supplies am. 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at ,1612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
63g-I I55).  The audiologist 
will do hearing tests on 
referral by family doctor or 
community  health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
therapist wil l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205.4621 Lozelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabi l i tat ion done by 
consultant. 
Women's A.A. Meetings 
Every Tuesday Night at 7:30 
--4711 Lazella Ave. 635.5145. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeaea Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or. 635.3023. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
• a support service 
for women. 
4711 L lz l i le  Ave. 
behind TUllcum Theatre 
635.5145. 
Drop in: 10 am-6 pm Men.. 
Thurs. 10 am.4 pm Friday. 
We offer a comfortable 
relaxed atmosphere to meet 
and share Ideas. Children i 
are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays - Women's 
AA. 1st Wednesday of month. 
. Status of Women, 2nd 
Wednesday • Single Parents 
(led hy a single father), 3rd 
Wednesday Men & 
Women's Rap, Thursdays . 
Women's Night Out. 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
WANTED DONATIONS will be held Sat. Nov. 24, 
The Three Rivers Workshop 1979. (nc-23N) 
for the Hancll~tal~l~ed are 
looking for dolll~l"'qlll ~f any Day Care Centre IS having a 
old, broken 9 r u~jedl~eCes of bottle drive on Oct. 31st. 
furniture, also en*y discarded Bring to the Centre. We will 
wood products wa could uea pick up if you have lots. 3425 
for recycling or renovating. Kalum 635-3~24 
Call us at 635.2258 between NC-31 OCt 
11a.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for BAZAAR AND TEA 
pickup. The Order of the Royal 
Purple ladles Invite the 
public to their tall sale and 
MILLS MEMORIAL tea. November 17 1:30 P.M.-- 
THRIFT SHOP 4:00 P.M. In the new Elk's 
Mil ls Memoria l  Hospltal:_He_me 2.S. 22 Tetrault Street. 
Auxlllery would appreciate m,.-i~ Novemner 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household Notice to Terrace Red and 
Items, toys etc. for their Gun Memhers: 
Thrift  Shop. For pickup The annual trophy shoot will 
service phone 635.5320 or 635- be held Saturday November 
5233, or leave Donetlona at 3rd at the Rifle Range. Big-- 
the Thrift Shop on Lazalle Bare--trap..Hondgun events. 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. Dance and supper to follow 
In the evening after 7:00 p.m. 
wean 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. Nr: 2 November 
yOU. 
B.C. Old Pensioners Tea & 
Bazaar will be held Sat., 
Nov. 3, 1979 at Terrace 
Arena Banquet Rm. from 
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc- 
2N) 
Slide Show Library 
Basement 
Kemeno I I 
"A  look at the country that 
will be flood." 
7:30 p.m. 
Nov.1 1979 
Nenika-Maurtce River Club 
(NC-IN) 
Rebukah Lodge Annual Tea 
and Bazaar, Sat., Nov 10. 
Oddfellows Hal!, 3222 
Munroe St. 2-4 PM. (nc.10n) 
Northern Delights Co.op Is 
having aHalloween PotLuck 
Party for members and their 
• famlllea, october 31st, 7:30 
p.m. Anglican Church Hall. 
Wear a costume. Phone 635. 
9415 for further information. 
(NC-31 OCt) 
The Terrace St. Mothew's 
Church Bazaar will be held 
Set. Nov. 24 1979. 
(NC 23 Nov) 
Greyhound Bus Schedule 
change effective 28th of 
October-5:30 p.m. scheduled 
run to Prince Rupert will 
leave V= hour earller at 5:00 
p.m. fill further notice. 
(C10.1 N) " 
Mr. William Sauer passed 
away on october 15, 1979 at 
the age of 64 years. 
Mr. Sauer was born on Dec. 
19,1914 In Hoffnungstal, 
Odessa, Ukraine. He came to 
Canada on Nov. 2, 1948 with 
his wife Irene. Mr. Sauer 
was a resident of Terrace 
since 1967 when he moved his 
trucking operation from New 
Hazelton. 
He Is survived by his wife, 
Irene, his two'sons, William 
and Family of Terrace, and 
Richard and Family of 
Prince George. 
Funeral service was held on 
Friday, OCt 17 @t Chrtst. 
Lutheran Church ;Internmont 
was at Terrace Municipal 
Cemetery. Reverend Her- 
mann Hagen offlcleted. 
P1.29 Oct 
We wish to thank all who 
COLLIE R EXCAVA'~ 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 635-5340after 6:00 pm, 
(am-1-10.79) 
INSIST ON 
THE BEST" 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
concrete Investment. 
Schmlfly's Excavating 
635-3939 
lem-1-10.79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly and Contract 
635-3479 
anytime 
(am-1-10-79) 
POO 
Carpet & Flooring 
Installation 
You supply - -  we Install 
638-1691 
(am-1-10-79) 
White with hint of tan 2:/~ yr 
~ld multeze poodle on High- 
Nay 16-40 mlle. Answers to 
Schmeglts. Reward. 638.1524 
days, 624.4056 evenings. 
P5-38 OCt) 
Lost: 3 Dogs from Lanfear 
area. 
1 male.Husky-Sheperd cross 
1 male- Maltese cross 
1 female-Black s in .  poodle 
uncllppod 
635-6357 or 635-4755 
NC.TFN 
ACCOUNTING STUDENT 
Local firm of Chartered 
Accountants has an opening 
for a student Interested In 
accountancy as a career. 
Preference will be given to 
students currently enrolled 
In a course leading to a 
degree. Salary negotiable. 
Send resume to Porter, 
Interested In photography? 
Gain experience doing team 
photos. We'll train you. Good 
35ram single lens ref lex 
camera, electronic flash, 
and car necessary. Must be 
available about 20 minutes 
each morning and afternoon, 
and about 1 hour each 
evening for one week. Call 
collect 521.9593. 
P3-29 Oct 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY: 
Avon representatives to 
work In the following areas. 
• 1)Copperslde Estates. 
2)Muller, Valleyvlew area 
3)Sparks, Munthe and 
Westvlew area. 
PIs call Norma at 635.7496 
CTF f,I.NWF-24.10.79) 
Salesman and service man 
required for a fast growing 
Industrlat Dealer shop. PIs 
mail Inquiry to PC Box 215. 
Telkwa B.C. 
C20.23 Nov 
Experienced Secretary; will 
do copy or dictaphone typing 
In own home. Ph 635.9396. 
P3-30 Oct 
Willing to babysit In own 
home. Flexible hours. Live 
near Hospital. Experienced 
sitter. References available 
to Inquire, phone 635.6829. 
(P$.30 Oct) 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATINC~ 
Drywal l ,  stucco, ti le, 
l inoleum. Free estimate. 
Phone 
638-1095 
(c2O-6N) 
Are your ceilings getting 
dingy looking? If they are, 
have them professionally 
resprayod. Call Earl at 635- 
2776 
C40-12 Dec. 
~Qua l i f l ed  . carpenter ,  
tradesman fully • equipped 
with air tools, available for 
ronovetlons, custom cabinet, 
arbor l te,  formica In- 
stallations. Will consider all 
other types of flnlshlng work. 
Phone After 6 p.m. Ask for 
~ .  635-5708 
(C10.1N) 
BACKHOE Gleselman, Grelg, Wilkinson for 
and Co., 302.4546 Par,k~ HIRE 
A~Inuei Terrace, B.C. Phone 
(A3.31 Oct) 6354454 
Help Wanted: MEDICAL 6354757 
R ECORDS (ctfn-2-10.79) 
STENOGRAPHER (Clerk 
IV).must have high school 
graduation; typing of 60 
30. FURNITURE 
& APPLIANCES 
helped and supported us In wpm; two years related 
our recent loss of husband experience; training or 
and father, William Sauer. experience In coding and 
Many thanks, abstracting Information;  
Mrs. Irene Seuer HRT or ART preferred. 
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Sauer and Saieryas per union contract. 
family Apply to Medical Records 
Mr. ~nd Mrs. Richard Sauer Librarian, BuIkley Valley 
and family District Hospital, Box 370, 
Smlthors, B.C. Telephone 
847-2611 .A3.-30 Oct 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES 
FLOOR: 
Furn i tu re ,  app l iances ,  
power tools, hand tools, 
dean small cars, motor- 
bikes, boats, motors or any 
other Items In acceptable 
oondltlon. 
Terrace Auction Mart 
Corner of Aplloy & Lakelsa 
Automot ive  Manager j  
needed !mmedlately forJ 
auto department. Weekly| 
salary plus comF~lon. J  
After '~'3 montbs~ . fblll, 
benefit :  Full t ime pesltlon. 
.44 h o u f'~.p e r ~ W.e~e.k.. ,~01~1 ~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..K ma~ 
: '4761 L'aA'e'hi~ ' .~'e'. ~,.;9 Oct. Terrace, B. C. 
Laurie Thaln Is In town and 
looking forward to giving a 
home town concert, Terrace 
Litt le Theatre building, 
Kalum Street, Oct. 26 and 27, 
0 PM. Tickets at McColls, 
$4 .00(adu l ts )  and  
S3.00{sanlors and students). 
SEARS 
SALES AGENCY 
Wholesale merchandise 
Auction services 
Ornamental Ironwork 
3~72 DoMe Street 
Phone 635-71124 
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Closed Mondays 
(cm.12.10.79) 
WOMEN'S NIGHT OUT 
presents Ly Koblerskl, 
speaking on: 
"WOMEN'S USE DF 
PHARMACEUTICAL 
DRUGS". 
On Thursday,October 25 at 
7:30 p.m. af the Women's 
Centre.4711 Lazelle 635.5145 
(NC) 
I? the~ following areas: 
i Thornhilh 
Cottonwood Street, Emplm 
~r~et, Paquette Avenue, 
Kofoed . Deslerdlnea, 
Kotond - Sherples, Rlver 
Orlve, Burgess - Laurler 
Avenue, Thornhlll Street. 
Terraca: 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
Ager, 4700 Block Agar. 
If you are Interested In one 
of these routes please 
~h one: 
635.6357 
between 9 am and 5 pm. 
Kltlmat: 
Yukon Street, Quail - 
~erllng Streets, Orlole - 
Japrey Streets. 
If Interested - -  phone Kelth 
! 
i ctfn.nc) 632-2747 . m 
For Sale: Chesterfield suite 
In good condition. $70.00. 
Must be sold. 635.5556 
C4.31 Oct 
For Sale.One 'effel' wood- 
stove-fireplace comblnetlon. 
Never been used. Must sell. 
$658.00 Phone 635-2475. 
(P3 Oct29) 
For Sale: Studio knitting 
machine 2 years old. For 
further Information call 635- 
7878. (c20.eN) 
: ;For  sale: One 1956 Chev 
single Axle dump truck. One 
1965 IHC tandem dump 
Various rambler •ford parts. 
(car and truck) Priced 
• cheap to sell. One garage to 
rent. One trailer space to 
rent on private lot. Phone 
635.3566. Nelghbourhood 
• garage sale at 3955 McNeil 
St., Copper Mountain Sub- 
division 10:00 A.M. to 2:00 
P.M. October 27th and 
November 3rd. Garage 
necessities to household 
necessities. Everything 
reasonably priced. 
(Ca-2 Nov) 
1977 Honda XL 175 CC 
1976 Yamaha DT 175 CC. Will 
consider trade for 
snowmobile(s). For further 
Into plse phone 638.8418. 
(PS-30 Oct.) 
1972 Norton Commando 5900 
original miles exc. Cond. 
Spare parts. S1200,00 Ph. 638- 
8371 
( P5.29 Oct ) 
For Sale: 1 floor oll furnace, 
300 gallon oll tank $300.00 
OBO 635-3112 
C5-2 Nov 
! 
"For Saf'er Living, Fuel Economy & Cleaner AIr"J' "~ 
e'CHIMNEYS ' . BOILERS el.,~!;~: 
• AIR DUCTS oFIREPLACES FURNACESI J:;~.: 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES '1:; 
CANADA LTD. 
Services DivisiOn J 
Speclallsts In power-vac cleaning 1: 
96 Starling Street., 635.5292 | ',. *~ 
Kltlmat, B.C. vac 11(5 632.2466 J • 
Store Fixtures for Sale. 17foot Cedar Strip (Hen- 
Phone during the day. dyboy) fuel cabin. Electric .; 
6354576 start. Good, heavy sea hull, ', 
(cffn-2.10.79) 40 H P Johnson motor. Single 
For Sale Boiler, 4,500 B.T.U. axle trailer. Ph 638.1691.. ". ~. 
belier. $250.00 Ph 635.7840 C5-3O Oct) " . i 
Tlre changer for sale. Phone 
635.4246. 
C9-2 Nov.) Room and Board in Thornhlll 
Ph. 635-50,51. Avail Nov 1st or ' J 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 15th. ' 
NITURE? CC5-31 Oct) 
Try the Terrace Auction 
Mart Sales Floor. New & 
used furniture at a price : 
anyone can afford. We buy 
and sell. Call the Terrace MUNROE MANOR. '~ 
Auction Mart, 4435 Lakalu NOW RENTING NEW ': 
Ave. Phone 6354172. (ctfn.2. . ;, 
20-79) 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments " ' 
1476 sq ft 3 br full basement 635-2404 
home on 1.5 acres wlth lake . ' F  
frontage In Sl ithers. 
1976 40 HP International *'~ 
Tractor c-w cab, front end . ~:~ 
loader and blade. Call 3 br. country home with ::S! 
Smlthers 8,17-2438. excellent view on one acre. 
(C5.29 OCt) 1026 sq. ft., creek frontage, 
large garden area with . 
"Rubber Boots for Dancing" excellent soil. Asking ~,  
and memories of pioneer life $40,000. Phone 635.2485 after 
In the Bulkley Valley written 6 pm. (cffn.16.10-79) 
by Nan Bourgon Is now on 
sale In Smlthers at Van's For Sale by bulider. Your 
News, Western Drugs and choice of six homes. Prices 
Interor Stationary. reduced For more In- " ' 
, , (  
C15-12 Nov] formation pls cal l  collect .:; 
For Sale 1971 Ski Route 340 clays-562.4114, evenings.562. 
H.P. Exc. Cond. Ph 635-6342. 3697. 
P3-26 Oct) CTFN,gS Oct 79 ' ': ' 
One used wood box heater." *'.Three bedroom view home :" 
One alumlndm storm and °ver l°°kl~g ~ .~a 'c~'andtha  
screen door Fits 2'6"X 6'6". Skee~°~al fby.  tC/~ny ex. 
One box spring 39" 1 cellent features, Including 
fiberglass canopy fits small wall to wall carpeting, built 
vehicle size. In dishwasher, two full bathe 
2 fire and rims 66014 winter end large covered sundeck. 
with chrome rims. 3.25X19 Locaiedlnaquletresldontlal :, 
motorblketlresand rlms.Ph area only minutes f rom ~. 
635-2668 schools and downtown. = 
• (C5.31 Oct) Possession can be Im. 
mediate. To view phone 798. : 
2258 efter 6 pm. (attn.11.10- :~ 
WANTED Tg) ;, 
. . . .  .~1:1~ .Ng,Y, MSI~I~,~ ~l , ,  ,~i 
i Spot cash l~|d?for '' {:' SPECIAL ~,  ~.£b 
used furnlture, guns, HOUSe and lot In Thornhlll' 
lewellery, skates, BCRIC area. Contact Rlck Smlth or 
shares. Jack Ambler at 635.7117 for 
Anything of value further details. (ctfn.16.10- 
79) 
We buy - sell • trade -. 
3 BR home with ful l  ' 
Gunsmlthlng basement. Approx. 1000 sq. 
QUEENSWAY ft. Has 20x30 ft. workshop. 
'TRADING Fenced & landscaped lot. 
'~ 3215 Kalum Street Approx. 50XI00` View at 4743 
Terrace 638-1613 i~raurne, ~ l~one:  6~9233 
artier $ phi. (1~0.~0~)"" 
You have enough to do 
before Christmas. Let me 
polish your sliver-Nov only- 
will pick up and deliver. Ph 
635.4384 before noon. 
P$-2 N. 
410 John Deere Backhoe for 
hire. Phone 635.4081. [cm-5. 
10-79) 
TO GIVE AWAY 
One cat and one kitten. 
Kitten Is black, lively --  cat 
Is young, dark brown with 
faint light stripes. Cat Is 
affectionate, adaptable, 
house broken. Hate to give 
her up, but landlord Insists. 
Call 635.6357 days, 638-1639 
evenings. AsK for Don. (nc- 
stf) 
For Sale: Registered 
Alaskan Malamute puppies. 
Sire & Dam out of Sliver. 
sheen Kennels. Avai lable 
OCt. 19. Ph. 638-1996 after 5 
pm. [p10.290) 
Working couple requires 2 
Br. Accommodation I s .  
mediately, weekdays 8:30 
am to 4:30 pm phone 635.6255 
local 52 after 6:00 638.1080. 
CTF N.23 Oct) 
b 
2 or 3 BR house with 
basement and f ireplace 
preferred but not urgent. 
One or 2 steps to front en.' 
lrance. Call evenings only 
(collect If necessary). 112. 
567-4191. (c20-310) 
Bachelor requires furnlsh~l i~ 
or unfurnished one bedroom . ~:: ,i~i 
Apt. trailer or house. Pls. ~: ';~ 
call 638.1257 and ask for , 
Dove. 
P5.3 Nov 
Furnished suite, 1 Br or 
room and board for single 
person. Non drinker. Ph 635. 
2211 Local 282, 635.9536 
C3.29 Oct) 
Required as of November 
1st, room or room and board 
for single working woman. 
Ph 638-1372. 
1:)4 30 Oct) 
Wanted*to Buy: Used fur. 
nlture such as couch, chair, 
table & chairs. Phone 635. 
5417. (ctfn-11.10.79) 
Wanted: Toyota body In good 
condition. No engine. 
PreferrablyCorona Mark II 
or Corolla. 
Call 635.7127 before 5. 638. 
1064 after S. 
(C4-30 Oct) 
Wanted to buy • Old car and 
truck and cat batteries. Top 
price paid. Will pick up. 
Phone 635.4735 anytime. 
(pg0.1N) 
For Lease: Warehouse or 
shop. 6 units 19 ft. by 48 ft. by 
16ft. Ceiling 1,1x14. Overhead 
door. Plumbing & gas heat. 
Ph. 635.7459. (cffn-MWF.lg. 
10-79) 
Valuable commercial lot In 
Terrace. For sale or build to' 
owners requirements, For ,  
Information please phone 
Russ Roper 562.4114 Collect. 
(C10.Nov 1.) 
For Sale: Warehouse with 
heated workshop and 
separate office space. 
Wanted. Good furniture and Fenced with chain l ink 
mlsc. erllcles for auction, fence. Completesecurlfy. Ph 
Call L.W. Sears at 635.7824 or 638.1324. 
' 3092 Hwu 16 East. (p20.1N) P1O.8 Nov, 
) 
.5 
"t 
q 
. I 
For. Rant: ~0 ~q. ft. oa 
second floor. A i r  con.' 
dtlmed. Located at 4623 
Lakel|e Avenue. Phone 635. 
;553, (ctfn.2.10.79) ., 
Property or Sale 1 2 Acre 
View property In. country.. 
Creek frontage, nicely treed. 
Phone 6,1S.2425 after 6 p.m. 
C.TFN 24) " 
. 
Lot for Sale: Excellent large 
lot on 4516 Cedar Crescent. 
Ideal residential area with 
potential view. $21,000. 
C~atact 63S-7696. (cffn.2.10. 
  IBlllt3a 
ly facts of life this summer, 
EARN $53.20 Dally ($266.00 For Sale: 1972 12x68 foot and they call for some quick 
new ideas in planning or re- Weekly) In your own trailer set up In trailer park. pla~ining vacations. What to 
For app..to view cell 635. do wi thout  spending a 
2506." (C20-9N) bundle, and where to go 
buslnm mailing circulars 
or home. No experience 
needed. Worldwide Ma!l 
Systems 9, Box 1022, 
Cobourg, Ontario. KgA4W5. 
P'J-~ Oct) 
For Sal;: Fully eqUll~ld 
convenience store, With 
living accommodation, Store 
does a good war round 
turnover. For further In. 
formntlon Please writs Box 
1214 or call ~971,  (ctfn.2. 
10-79), 
1975 q6lezer 4X4 In good 
condition Low mileage. Ph 
635.4586 for Information. 
~.2 Nov. 
For Sale-'70 Nova S.S 396 
Muncle 4 speed New paint 
Newtlree. Rebuilt engine. To 
view ,1724 Loan Ave., Leave 
name and no. 
1=1.29 Oct 
1968 Mustang for sale.Phone 
635-2972 after S p.m. 
PS.2 Nov .. , 
'74 Comet PS,"~.B.; Good 
running condition Phone 638. 
1318 
(PS-30 Oct,) 
1969 Chevetle. Gloss block 
and white scoop. New Tires 
and rims. 11 to 1 pistons. 12 
bolt rearend. 650 Nolley carb 
with many more high per.- 
formance extras Must sell. 
638.1427 or 635.5600. 
CI0-5 Nov 
1972 Flreblr.clfer sale. Phone 
635.4246. 
(C9-2 Nov.) 
For Sale 1968 Chav Bel All; 
$700.00 OBO 1978 Datsun PU 
and camper, only 6,000 miles 
SS,BSO.00. 
635-2243 days,• 635-4385 
evenings. 
(PS-29Oct) 
1954 Chev Bet Air AM Sedan. 
Exc. running condition. 
Many original extras. Some 
body work needed. Best 
offer. 638-8371. 
(PS-2~ Oct) 
Caribbean Offers Alternative To Costly Vacations 1978 Bronco P.S.P.B. 
pusltractlon 351 with 4 speed 
Exc. tapedeck and radio• Ph 
635-4516. .. 
Ca-30 Oct 
r 
For Sale..197g Ford Granada 
• E.S.S.,P.S.P.B radio bucket 
seats, radials, low mileage. 
Would like older car on 
trade. Also O fender reverb 
vibrolux amplifier, twin 
speakers 4 Input almost new. 
Ph 635.2009 after 5:30 p.m. 
C5.31 Oct 
Must sell 1970 Ford Wlndov~ 
Van. Lees than 8,000 tulles The Caribbean becomes an inexpensive and uncrowded 
Partially camperlzed men). playground during "Caribbean Bonanza Time," a bargain 
extras. Fh 635.9083. vacation period lasting from now until December 15. 
(CS-29 Oct) The perennial attractions of sun, sand and sea are 
• enhanced this year by dollar savings of from' 30% to 
60% at resort hotels th roughout  the area, 
Soaring prices and a to travel in the Caribbean 
shortage of gas are sudden- now. Uncrowded conditions 
B.C. HYDRO AND 
POWER AUTHORITY 
For Sale by Tender 
REF Q624 
Approx. 90,000 Ibs of Scrap 
'Transformers, Switching 
Cubicles and Pot Heads. 
To inspect and obtain Tender 
Forms, contact Mr. S.A. 
Lozza, B.C. Hydro District 
Office, KItlmat, B.C. Tel. 
632.6161 
Tenders due In the District 
Office Klflmat, by 12:00 
Noon on Friday, November 
16, 1979. 
A1.29 Oct 
r 
66, RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
78 Bendix citation 28 feet. 
travel trailer. Comes with 
Microwave oven, vaccum 
cleaner. AM.FM 8 track. 
Dash all" end air conditioner 
with heater. 4500 watt 
generator, awning, T.V. 
ariel, Inside control. Like 
new . App 8,000 miles. 635. 
2S~2 
CS.30 OCt. 
Just like New-TrI.Star 
Import Camperette. To sit or 
Toyota or Datsun truck. Pf 
635.9436 
(;3.31 Oct 
MOTORHOMES , FOR 
RENT: 20' to 26'. 
Luxuriously equipped. Fully 
Insured. Available for Nov., 
Dec., Jan. Phone 632.2420. 
(c20-16N) 
MUST SELL IM- 
MEDIATELY: 1977 31 foot 
Wilderness travel trailer. 
A~klng $B, S00. View at Reel 
Inn Molal. Highway 16 West. 
• Last trailer on left. (ctfn.2. ' 
10-79) 
68. 
LEGAL 
FOR SALE By OWNER- 1977 
Chev. Blazer. 4 wheel drive.' NOTICE TOCREDITORS 
Over S17,000 invested. Built 
350 engine by off road 
specialist. Over $5,000 In- 
vested In motor. M22 rock 
crusher 4 speed. Hurst vertl- 
gate shifter. Tack roll bar. 4 
Inch lift suspension kit. Too 
many extras to list. asking 
$12,000 Ph. 635.5218. 
(Ca-30 Oct) 
79 T.Blrd low mileage. Exc. 
Warranty. Phone 638.1366. 
(C15.7 Nov.) 
1979 Ford F.I~0 explorer. 
Like new. Must sell. Only 
7,000 km. Ph 635-2198 after 
6:00 P.M. 
C4.1Nov 
1979 GMC Van P.S.P.B. V8 
Radial tires, FM steres 
cassette. Much more. Call 
Pat 632.2102 or 632-6797. 
C5.31 Oct) 
For Sale.. 1977 F.250 4X4. 
Radial tires H.D. suspension 
complete with 1976 1OV~ foot 
sun and fun camper. 3 way 
power unit both In good cond. 
For further. Into pls call 635- 
4,100. 
For Sale 1976 G.M.C. 4X4 
with canopy. Dual gas tank 
plus Tlddy tank. Must sell 
leaving town. Ph 635.3011 
PS-NOv 
Estate of the deceased: 
HOWLETT, Frederick 
David, Late of 4011 Sparks 
Street, Terrace, B.C. 
Creditors end others having 
claims against the said 
estates, are hereby required 
to send them duly verified to 
the PUBLIC TRUSTEE,800 
Harnby Street, Vancouver, 
B.C., ViZ 2CS, before Nov. 
21, 1979 after which date the 
ess(ds qf the said estate(s) 
will be distributed, having 
regard only to clelrfis that 
have been received. 
CLINTON W. FOO~TE 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
A4-29, 31 
To whom It may concern: I 
Vincent Vance Gaynor will 
not be responsible for any 
debts or bills Incurred by my 
wife, as of this date. OCt. 19 
1979• 
V.V. Gaynor 
(P5.29 Oct) 
that's a world away from 
gas lines and gas limits, yet 
inexpensive and classy? One 
answer: hole up on an island 
in the Caribbean. There are 
plenty to choose from, and 
these days they're one of 
the best buys around. 
F rom Aruba  to the 
Virgin Islands, from Antigua 
to the French West Indies, 
it's "Caribbean Bonanza 
Time;' a period of incredibly 
low hotel rates and un- 
crowded, hassle-free vaca- 
tion attractions. "Bonanza 
Time's" biggest lure is the 
30% to 60% discount on 
room rates in virtually every 
hotel !n the Caribbean, large 
and small, luxurious and 
simple. 
But iow cost and free ~ 
dam from "gas pains" are 
not the only advantages 
prevail, as well; at all.tourist 
facilities on the islands.Want 
the best court for tennis, 
and lessons with a pro who 
has time to correct your 
backhand? Looking for no- 
wait, play-through rounds 
of golf, with plenty of carts 
and caddies? Want the 
maitre d 's  undivided atten- 
tion and the personal inter- 
est of the •wine steward at 
dinner? They are all bonuses 
to summer and fall travel 
in the Caribbean, the per- 
fect vacation alternative. 
Annual 
SKI SWAP 
atthe . 
Skeena Mall 
Nov. 3 - 9:30 a.m. 
Sponsored by: 
Kltsumkelum 
Ski Club 
PLANNED PROMOTIONAL OPPORTUNITY 
This position offers a career opportunity through 
planned advancement to management levels and 
higher earnings. Applicants must have completed high 
school, should have some business experience, a good 
driving w'acord, and be willing to accept transfers. 
We offer a good starting salary, plus liberal employee 
benefits. 
For an Interview opportunity call: 
Mr. R. Hayter 
Canadian Acceptance 
Corporation Ltd. 
63S41N 
District of Terrace. 
HOTICE CALL FOR TENDERS ' 
ANIMAL CONTROL ' " "  . . . .  
Sealed bids relating to the~ebove contract will be 
accepted at the Munlclpel Offices until ,1:30 p.m. 
November 15, 1979. Interested parties are advised to 
view the proposed contract end-or obtain further In. 
formation at the Municipal Office, 3215 Eby Street, 
during normal business hours. 
• Tenders must be submitted In sealed envelopes - -  
addressed to the Clerk.Administrator end clearly 
marked "Tender to Animal Control." The lowest or 
any tender not necessarily accepted. 
F.K. Norman 
Treasurer.Collector 
(26,3105,9N) 
I 
WELDER 
Experienced welder 'required for work In 
Houston area. Steady employment. Straight 
days. Number 3 Ticket or better. Should be 
experienced in construction and logging 
repairs. 
Phone 
845'2498 845-7419 
Pacific Petroleums has an excellent career op. 
portunlty for a person desiring to succeed In the 
automotive service business. A modern two bey ser- 
vice station with wand car wash, located m Highway 
16 In the Industrial community of Vanderhoof, B.C. Is 
available for lease. 
Pacific 66 offers dealer support Includlog: 
Aclvertlslng end Promotion 
TBA Programs 
All Credit Cards Program 
A person with appropriate background Is preferred, 
but all apptlcatlens are welcome. Some capital Is 
required. Direct enquiries to: 
Dave Pearson 
Pacific Petroleums 
Box 1948 
Postal Station A 
Prince George, B.C, 
Telephone 564-5433 
I 
Notice :To all custdmers of 
Fash ion  Twc~Twent y
Cosmetics. Take notice that 
there will be a price Increase 
of products effective Nov.1, 
1979 To place an order before 
Increase phone 635.5041 
(CS.30 ?ct) 
1976 Ford Supercab F.350 4 
speed transmission, com- For Sale Wiener Pigs. Call 
plato with 11 foot camper. 635.2603. 
Has frldga, stove with oven, P4-30 Oct) 
furnace. Four hydrellc 
lacks. Unit special 54095.00. For Sale.Beef cross feeder 
See I t  at Cemperlend 541~ calves. Various sizes. Also 
Hwy 16 West Ph 635.617~ feederplgs, cal1635-~17-The 
Dealer License Nbr. 5731. Jackson Place. 
C3-29 Oct C5.25,26,29,31 Oct, 2 Nov) 
1~4 Datsun PU Auto 1900 q Use . l~  
Shorfbex 27,500 mlle.  Gooc 
~d.  n,~.oo goD. A~, Christmas T 6:00p,m. PIs call ~1~.14~,1- Seals 
or 635.2037 C/.2 Nov 
, !  
! /  
C r 
The Hera, ~ondey, October 
YOU CAN 
ALWAYS 
TELL A 
"BEST 
SELLER" 
The entire family reads it. 
And, why not? There's 
something for everybody 
in the classified pages in 
DALLY HERALD 
Whether you're buying, 
selling, renting, leasing, 
looking for a job or 
services, you're sure to get 
quick results from the 
classified pages! 
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Traii.n 
deraded 
Monday, October 29, 1979 
WILLIAMS LAKE, B.C. 
(CP) -- Four engines and 10 
cars of a B.C. Rail freight 
train derailed Sunday about 
40 kilometres outh of this 
Interior community -- the 
second derailment on BCR 
tracks in on,,. week. 
The derailed cars all were 
empty, railway spokesman 
Hugh Armstrong said. There 
were no injuries and cause of 
the accident has not yet been 
determined. 
Cranes and crews from 
Prince Ge0rg_e " and 
Squamish have been 
dispatched to the scene to 
return the rail care to the 
track. 
Armstrong said service on 
the line probably will be 
restored this afternoon. 
_Last Sunday, 11 tanker 
t 
cars carrying gasoline, products from Fort St. John 
butane and diesel fuel and Fort Nelson are being 
derailed on a trestle about 20 
kilometres outh of Fort St. trucked around the trestle, 
John in. northern B.C.', which will be replaced by 
starting a fire that destroyed landfill. The w~rk is ex- 
the structure. • ' peered to take about three 
Lumber and petroleum onths. 
L 
Residential  Tree Service nG ' HOW OPEN uA 
/~* ,~ ;',' +Trimming +T()pplng O 
.~.~"  , ,  +Removing : -  D 9 .  ~ i U X ~ y Fu,y experienced, D R ~.~ | Ilcenced & Insured O 
,:R,:,: .sT,..,,:s so,th  a,,m st . 
K.~-  • 847-2447 (smaShers) 635-6100 A 
t From 6 a.m. p 11 p.m, T 3212 KALUM 
Smooth Sailing 
to the 
/'~ Herald! 
PHONE 635-6357 
NO W OPEN I 
ALEX'S BODY SHOP| i 
in the old MeEwan's Shop : l  
(Across from the Skoena Hotel) • 
4513 Greig 
I ~i'~i VAN'S OONTRAOTIN6 
"~;: ~ 
~'; Furniture n,t,J, CE &'Wqnterprises 
i ' :.~Nestprati0ns, Hope Chlsts MUS,C FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
, ,~  Custom Made Firnitnre, Refinishing 
.-:.:~* ~ , • • * 
• ~-~  General Bidding Contracting w,~.. 63s.s,,4 
Gays 635-4235 Ernlo 635.9353 
635-2326 2l 2510 S, Kalum 635-5585 Terrace e 
NORTHWEST PIPE 
,,o,ou,,.,. , , o  poP'S '~  BILLIARDS& AMUSiEMENT$ 
P IPE .  PU U~Bm ~ ; ES' P%"PS. ililllllllllllllllllililllllllllllii l im i t  l I I I I l I @ I i I t I I I I I I I 
H O 5 E S, N U T 5 A N D B O L T S. F E N C I N G .................... " :"""*?"""""""" ' ' ' "  PIZZA WAGON HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
5239 Keith Avenue - N.,  s c s,~,o Pizza and sub.buns delivered to your door 3213KALUMSTREEI 
gqK, ' / lg l l  hot from the oven. ,Ea.~E e c ,  
C & H Industrial Cleaning 
Ltd. 
"WE TRAVEL ~ YOUR HOURS" 
3team Cleaning,and Pressure ,W0shing 
Phone '638-1634 or  635;3545 
FALL SPECIAL 
PHONE 635.2473 
/ L- 
Every Siinday t Wednesday 
October 17 to November 11 . 
With any order for Pizza of $8.00 and up, 
1/, order a 9" pizza of your choice for price. 
IPJll 'Jd14 .TD, • ...... Phone . , . - . . , .  . . . .  
I Free delivery Tuesday to Sunday 
Closed Monday 
I ] J~s~ ~ , foe v00s.., 
635-35q'6 IOL0 .,~j.,~. ,~Rt) [~T.~OOf, C 
Yellowhead Hay 
& Grain 
• Complete line of livestock feed end.supplement_ -;~ 
• Clean and utility grain 
• Founts end feeders for all livestock . . . . . .  " ' "  
• Dry dog & cat food 
• Pet travelling cages made to measure 
3315 Clark St. 635-3867 
Plumbing • Heating - Commerclol Servicing 
Residential . Industrial • Specializing Gas Fitting 
and Sheet Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD.  
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
4434 LAKELSE AVENUE 
P.O. Box 534 PHONE 635.9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 4B5 " OR 635,9320 
Instill • Service Gas, Wood & Oil Furancn 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COLD WEATHER? 
"WE CLEAN"  
CHIMNEYS-  FURNACES -- FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIOENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
heating system by using a PRO.VAC Residential. 
Commercial and Induetrlel Nk)bllo Power Vacuum 
Unit• Also Introducing the new method of utilizing 
compressed air for positive action. 
"Our service gives positive and efficient results" 
Call the PRO-VAC people today and see for yourself. 
Phone'  
Twrac. 635"5292 
Klflmst 632-2466 
Pro.Vac Industries 
Can. LM. 
Set,vices Division 
Kltlmat-Terrace, B.C. 
i ROFI:S,~ION AL • 1~ \ 
~ : ~ ,  t L ,. '.L/%~,' ? U  ~ 
CARPET & FLOORING 
INSTALLATION 
YOU SUPPLY WE INSTALL 
JAMES GRAY 
4936 McDEEK 
531.I191 
FREE 
TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
. bear teeth For these Items * bear claws 
• wolf teeth • beaver teeth 
• moose or deer antlers (slngleorpalr) 
Available at.the front desk of the 
' L ~ ~ d ~ U I U K  HOTEL 
TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONE 635-9:152 ANYTIME 
Ready Mix C(mcrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, 
~A Yard Concrote Mixer Available for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE LlS.3t)4 
F.J.H. READY MIX ... 
Construction Ud. 
,| 
. ~ 
Plant Off Krumm Road ; 
Thor~ll l  :' 
GLACII~R.~, ' 
, , ,  ~ ..... ~ 4410 Lelioa Avmo 
A ~'r] : ~ ' , 4 ~ " Ter race ,  D.C. 
S ~JA  Complete Glass and 
S Aluminum Service 
NOW IN TERRACE 
O & L PAINTING 
Interior. Exterior. Residential. Commercial 
Specializing in Sand Blasting and Industrial Coatings 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Phone: 635.4559 ODD NICOLAYSEN 
t 
EASTSIDE 
GROCERY & LAUNDROMAT 
OI'EN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 0-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4430 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
STARBOARD 
TACK YACHTS 
SAN JUAN 
21' to 30' S,Iilboats 
& Accessories 
635-3OO1 
Ken Hansen 
Cancer may 
be prevented 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  
Many cancers can be 
PnreVont.ed by removing 
austrml products from 
commercial markets, says a 
professor of hlology at the 
M~tssachusetts In titute of 
Technniow. 
Jonathan King told the ~0~ 
International Science 
Education Symposium 
during the weekend, that 
"until recently there has 
been very llttlo focus on the 
idea of literally preventing 
the influence of naneer 
because there has been 
confusion of what causes 
cancer." 
said very few causes 
of cancer exist in the natural 
environment for humans. 
"Meat of the things that 
cause cancer are the product 
of some mining, manofac- 
turb~ or chemical process." 
"Although the major 
features of cancer now are 
understood, the' causes lie 
within commercial products, 
King said, but the pressure 
to maintain sales continues, 
so most manufacturers and 
• indust r ia l i s ts  res ist  
pressures to have them re- 
movdd. 
And the same interests in. 
fluence the funding-- or lack 
of funding - - fo r  research 
grants into industrial ear- 
clnogens, he said. 
He cited pressures placed 
on two directors of cancer 
research at the United States 
Cancer Institute "unto they .,~ 
were forced to resign." 
King said they were Dr. 
William Hummper, who in 
1947 wanted tO study possible 
finks between the production . 
of chromium and lung  
cancers in the wtrkers and 
also look at suspected 
hazards In the Dupont 
chemical industries, and Dr. 
Umberto Sn/flotti, who left 
the institute under similar 
circumstances in 1974. 
King said the replacement 
of carcinogenic substances 
with safe on~s is less ex- 
pensive than industrlallsta. 
maintain, and the technology 
is available today to identify 
hazardous subastancea 
before they are used by in- 
dustry. 
He discounted suggestions 
that removing these sub- 
stances would throw us back 
into the pre-in~ustrial stage, 
saying that in every case scu 
far studied, a suitable 
alternative has been found. 
Change could be steam- 
pushed by improved public ~ 
education and stricter laws,. 
King said. .. 
Carcinogens now 
can be studied 
CUMBERLAND, Md. Apreliminary study by the ' 
(AP) -- U.S. federal health , institute said one 
agents ay that for the first nitrosamine was measured 
time ever they can study at levels "almost 10 times 
rubber workers exposed to  higher than those in the air in 
extremely high levels of a previous tudies of rubber- 
cancer-causing agent and making plants. 
hope to gain new insight into : Two of the three 
occupational cancers. ' nitronamlnes" discovered at 
Nitresamines, which have the Kelly Springfield plant 
been found inseveral' rob;- : ate on th~ 'fen'~. al govern- 
• hermaklnIHilants, Imvebeed' ~i~nent'S~lid@bf~l~icals that 
discovered at ex- have heen'~)rnven to p(ze the 
traordiunrily high levels at 
the local Kelly Springfield 
Tire Co., a subsidiary of 
Goodyear Tire and Rubber 
Co. 
"There is such a load (of 
nitrosaminea) at Kelly 
Springfield, we could 
probably . find them 
anywhere -- on the 
machines, embedded in the 
National Institute for Oc. 
cupatlonal Safety end 
Health. 
"No one in the world has 
bad a chance to look at a 
population exposed to a 
carcinogen at this level." 
.o 
greatest cancer threats to 
humans. 
About 400 of the plant's 
1,800 employees work in 
areas where nitresamines 
were found. 
The nitrosamines were 
discovered last summer in 
fumes rising from hot rubber 
on the plant's manufacturing 
line. 
~.~ .Fr~Pk:~Ryan, dJrectpr of,-.~: 
! ,elavi~e~tai.  health: and.:,,~ 
safety affairs for the Rubber 
Manufacturers Association, 
said the rubber industry is 
worried that regulatory 
action based on possible 
scientific findings "theo- 
retically could close down 
production." 
,/ vident protestors 
rl(./ ) ,-~ ' t z lW|  " " ' " t ed ',! flfi ' "S ire 
BANGOR, Wash. (AP) " 
Three men who clambered 
over a chain link fence were 
arrested Sunday as about 
1,500 singing and sign- 
carrying demonstrators 
marched on the Trident 
nuclear submarine base on 
Hood Canal. 
Spokesmen for Live 
Without Trident and Ground 
Zero, the two groups which 
organized the demonstration 
against nuclear weapons, 
said more protestom will 
Protest 
met bv 
t, 
arrests 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Police arrested more than 
100 unt/.nunlear p otesters 
today as they tried to shut 
down the New York Stock 
Exchange op the S0th an- 
niversary Of the stock 
market eresh of 1929. 
The demonstrators sang 
and chanted as they sat in 
small circles on streets 
around the exchange, 
waiting for police officers to 
lift them onto stretchers and 
take them to vans for a ride 
to headquarters for booking 
on disorderly conduct 
charges. 
The mood was almost 
festive, with little acrimony 
displayed among the hun- 
dreds of protesters and 
hundreds of police officers 
on hand. 
"I haven't had this much 
fun since the l~0s," CapS. 
Thomas Ryan told some of 
the demonstrators. 
"Tell my morn I'II be late 
for dinner," a young woman 
culled out as she was lifted 
onto a stretcher. 
Among those taken into 
custody was Daniel 
Elisberg, key figure of the 
Vietnam.era Pentagon 
Papers ease. 
Ryan estimated that by 
about 8 n.m. at least 100 
demonstrators were In 
custody. 
climb the fence today and go 
to facilities on the base 
where weapons are stored. 
The three men were 
identified as David Armour, 
21, Kenneth Vanzig, 22, and 
Terry Messman, 27. Their 
home towns were not ira. 
mediately available. 
A Navy spokesman said 
the men were seized by base 
security officers and taken to 
the gymnasium for 
processing. 
U.S. assistant attorney 
Francis Diskin said the men 
will be charged with entering 
a naval facility without he 
permission of the com. 
mandi~ officer. They will 
appear in court Tuesday. 
The earlier demonstration 
by the large crowd was 
peaceful, said Klisap County 
sheriff Pat Jones. 
A topee and a 25.tout tower 
with an American flag on top 
were part of the structures 
erected in front of the base's 
main gate. 
A security guard with a 
bullhorn twice warned 
protesters they would be 
arrested for blocking the 
gate, bet no action was 
taken. 
Navy spokesman Camille 
Estrada said the base bad 
changed a trespassing regu. 
latlon since a demonstration 
in May of 1978 when about 
4,000 persons marched 
against he nuclear missile 
system. 
Ms. Estrnda said 
trespassers now are given a 
barring letter and a citation 
as they enter the base. 
Previously protesters were 
given a barring letter the 
first time they entered a 
base and arrested ff they 
returned. 
About 200 to 300 persons set 
up tents alongside the fence 
and cooked meals on camp 
stoves Sunday night. Some 
made cider in an apple 
press. A mime troupe per- 
formed. 
Jones said about I0 cars 
were impounded, but there 
were no problems from 
protesters. He said 
organizers had met with him 
and explained their plans, 
r The Herald,Monday, October 29, 1979 Page I1 
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TERRACE-KIT[MAT Suns squeeze by Trailblazers dai!y htiraldoR ByTHECANPJ)|ANPBIRSS .]ti. bantAt ' taHawk8 121. Denver  1%Iuggeti upendedKaasanCityi01-03 The bubble has finally 100-95, SenAntonio Spurs trounced Utah Jazz 116-96, and .San Diego defeated 
burst for Portland Trail dawned Indiana Pacers 128- Golden State Warriors ~eatue 110-103. 
• Blazers and it was their long- Nets 120 Rockets 115 
• SP-TS tlmenemoets, Ph.ixso.~, "lit" _•  • ' . Calvin Natt and Mlke • that provided theneedle. 11/1 ¢ ' J ' i l e~ '11 '11  1 11  ~ "  ~ " Newlin combined for 07 
Walter Davis hit an in. ~ V ~ ~ & ~  I I ~ t  points as New Jersey 
credible 20.footer in a crowd . IP - -  snapped a six-game losing 
I I I w streak and won for JUst the 
of Portinnd efenders at the went  [oo  Ia r  asenndtimethinneannn.Natt ~- buzzer Sunday night to give 
Phoenix an 89-88 victory and scored 30 points and Newlin, 
Lions to end th i rd  
Calgary ~tampedam teach 
Jack Gotts felt like a turkey 
but itwas Toronto Argonauts 
coach Fairest Gregg who got 
plucked. 
Calgary damped Toronto 
28-12 in a Canadian Football 
League interlocking ame 
Sunday, ending,  the 
Argouauts' faint hopes of 
slipping into the Eastern 
Conference play~fs. 
Meanwhile, Saskatchewan 
Roughriders beat B.C. Linna 
26.12 and Edmonton 
Eskimos defeated Winnipeg 
Blue Bombers 10-11 in two 
Western Conference games. 
On Saturday, Montreal 
Alouettea downed Ottawa 
Rough Riders 24-8 to clinch 
the EFC title. 
The Argonauts, who have 
made the EFC playoffs Just 
once in the last six years, ap- 
peered in the game during 
the first half and trailed by 
Just one point as Calgary 
took a 13-12 lead into the final 
30 minutes. 
But quarterback Ken 
Johnson led the Stampeders 
to two seeond-half tonch- 
downs and the defenee shut 
the doors on Toronto to 
assure calgary second place 
in the Y~ with 22 points on 
II wins and four lames. 
So what made Gaits feel 
like a turkey? 
Late in the first half, 
Calgary was deep in its own 
end, holding a three point 
then Just ~ it into his" head.to-I~ad enenuhters. 
feat." 
Johnson, standing in his 
end zone, couldn't find Sykes 
open so he "skipped- 
bombed" the ball-- and was 
called for intentionally 
grounding the hall, giving 
Toruntoa two-palm safety. 
Edmonton clinched first 
place in the ~C with its 
vietory over Winnipeg', 
giving the Eskimos ~4 points 
on an 11-2-3 record. The Blue 
Bombers finished the season 
4-12. 
Waddell Smith scored 
"He (Johnson)did exactly Edmonton's lone TD on 
what I told him and we give pass from quarterback Tom 
thamadunneandlfeellikea Wilkinson in the first 
turkey there,' Gaits said. quarter. Dave Cutler added 
But, if that was a mistake, three field goals and a sh~e' 
it was the last one. " 
Johnson completed 11o~ 19 
~ asek for 171 yards, in- udi~ a ~0.yard TD strike 
to Willie Armstead in the 
third quarter. ArmBtead 
caught five pamm for 91 
yards. 
Sykes, Who rushed for 85 
ards, took a one-yard 
unge early in the fourth 
quarter to put the game. out 
d ~ek Willie Burden, who 
rushed for 85 yards, 
scored on a fouryard run late 
in  the first half. J.T. Hay 
added two field goak and a 
ingle. 
erry Metca~ scored the 
y Toronto touchdown on 
an eightyard pass from 
quarterback Tony Adams, 
who was good on 10 of 23 for 
129 yards. But Adams 
couldn't keep the Toronto 
dfence going and backup 
Mark ~Ja~ .wasn't any 
while kicker Rank lleslQ 
added ape .tr of singles. 
Wilkinson played Just part 
of the first half before being 
shaken up when he made a 
tackle following a field goal 
attempt. He was replaced by 
Warren Moon who quarter- 
hacked the remainder of the 
game. 
Dieter Brock tosoed a 10- 
yard pass to Walt Paeaglta 
for Winnipeg'a only TD. 
Bernie Ruoff, the league's 
leading scorer, added a field 
goal ind a single to run his 
personal single-season 
scoring reaord to 161 points. 
In Regina, a two-week 
promotion haled on the. 
slogan "Rider pride" paid 
off with thB best per- 
formance by the Rough- 
riders this year in their 
triumph ovor B.C. 
The win was Saskat- 
chewan'B second of the 
better, comp.letlng four of 13 season and came before a 
• attempts fo~ ~ yards. ~., record home crowd of 28,012 
lead. . : ,  , , .  ~.:Toronto,~-10, can.st i l l  at Taylor Field. 
"I called the play," gotta, f l~!n .a  tle:forJhind idace : Cornerback Frank Dark 
said. "A little mid~llet~l~leo,,.0~dth ltamiltm,Tii~atsi4k~c.intereepted a Joe Pa0pao 
and I said if (James) Sykes 9, But the Tieain would get pass and returned it 100 
isn't standing there wide theinstEFC playolf sPot on yards for a TD to give 
open for the middle screen, a better ValEt difference.in _ Saskatchewan early lead 
and the Roughriders wore 
never in trouble. 
Peg Boudreau, filling in 
for injured Bob Mucoritti, 
booted four field Soak while 
wide receiver Joey WElters 
hauled in 'an eight.yard TD 
pa'ss from quarterback 
Danny Sanders for the other 
Saskatchewan major. 
Quarterback Mike Nott 
tossed a 78-yard TD pass to 
veteran Jim Young for the 
Lions' lone major. Lui 
Passsglin added a field goal 
and a single with the other 
B.C. points coming on a 
safety. 
Saturday, Montreal's 
running hack David Green 
started slowly but finished 
with 153 yards rushing in 
leading the At, over Ottawa. '
Green's ninth 100-yard 
game this season gave him a, 
total of 1,681 yards, breaking 
the EFC record of 1,581 set 
by Jimmy Edw~.rds of 
Hamilton in 1977. 
• He is 215 yards hort of the 
CFL record et 1,696 held by 
Burden. 
Quarterback Joe Barnes 
passed for one TD, ran for 
another and handed off to 
Green for the other Ain' 
major score as Montreal 
ovecame an 8-7 Ottawa lead 
early in the second half to 
take comand of the game. 
A crow of 47,368 in Mon- 
trsal also saw Ottawa's Mike 
Nelms return 11 pubis for 86 
yards and n record season. 
total 1,015 yards on 07 
returns. 
hand the Blazers their first 
Nat iona l .  Basketba l l  
Association loss of the 
season after nine con- 
seoutive victories, 
Phoenix had threatened to 
walk away with the game, 
ucoring the first 10 points ~ 
the contest and buildin~ up a 
15-point lead in the opening 
minutes of the third quarter. 
But Portland's offence, 
mlstnke-prone in the early. 
going, began to click in the 
final period, with Ran 
Brewer, T. R. Dunn and 
Maurlee Lutes leading a 
• Blazers rally that caught he 
Suns 81-81 on Dnnn'a steal 
and layup with 3:19 
rem~.  
The Blazers got their first 
lead o~ the niSht, 83-81, on 
Kermit  Washington'e 
rebound basket with ~.:07 to 
go. 
Then, as has often been the 
case between the Blazers 
and Suns, the lust 90 seconds 
were bedlam. The lead 
,changed hands five. limes 
with Lucas's 10.footer alth 27 
seconds to go giving Par- 
tiand a 03-87 lead and setting 
the scene for Davin's henics. 
Elsewhere Sunday ni~bt, 
New Jersey surprised 
'Houston Rockets 120-I15, Los 
Angeles Lakers beat Golden 
State Warriors 97.90, Kansas 
City Kings defeated San 
Diego Clippers 106-101 and 
Seattle SuperSonics dumped 
Chicago Bulls 106-97. 
On Saturday, Philadelphia 
'?6ers, the only undefeated 
team remaining, won No. 0, 
113-106 over Cleveland 
Cavaliers. Milwaukee Bu~ 
whipped Detroit Pistow 132- 
118, New York Knick~ edged 
New 
Nordiques edge Montreal 
To the 12,000 screaming game again 3-3 when Man- their end, but it didn't Flett got two for Edmonton 
faro in Quebec City, It was a treal'a Dou~ Rkebrou~h put work." .while Pat Price and Stan 
dream come true. the Canadteus ahead. Den)era and his players Weir got the omen, 
Their Nordlquea, one of Pierre Plants put Quebec save'much Of the credit to Blues I Jess I 
four new clubs in the ahead with his first goal ot the Quebec fans. _. Wienipng ot goals from 
NatlnnalH~keyL~a~ethls t esea!~n4nti~_+l~r_~tqd ]',:'~ yinapireduBtoso.out 7~W~.l~: . .L~lslro, m and~P'~,~.~ 
seus~,' ha~d"']ust "d~i~d~'/ lhd ;,l'/,m'~ HTbToI~/~d~e ~T i~ two goals lil'tlze tidrd" Su]li imT~ ~eaetb'fi~.t ~e 
Stanley Cup champion Quebeaa 5-3lead. period," Demers said. of the season. Berme 
Montreal Canedlens 5.4 in Nordlques goalie Michel "They were with us all the Federko and Rick. Lapointe 
Montreal's first visit to the Dinn held off the Caeadlens way." scored for St. Loo~. • 
Colleee. until Maria Tremblay acorsd Cspltale I Oilers 4 "I certainly don't consider 
"This is my greatest thrill with 1:03 remaining. ReEf Edberg and Tom th~ new clubs (to be) ex. 
in elght years of professional Montreal defenceman Rowe scored 68 seconds paealoo teams," said St. 
hockey," said Nordiques Larry Robinson praised the apart midway through the Louis coach Barclay Plnger. 
coach Jacques Demera. ~m.~lm,~,' ,~,,,~ third period to lead Flyers S Red Wings 4 
"Nothing beats this victory. " ' -  . . . . . . . . .  < Washington past Edmonton. Reggte Leach capped a 
We had a grant eam effort. "Whenever a team cantgq~ TEe win ended a four.game fourgeal third period by 
"An expansion club has back, take control and pas~ Ibsing streak for the scoring the winner with one 
never played as well as we the nuck ~ to the wing~,+capit~le. L~Svenasa, Ryan minut4bto plUM. Phlladalphla ~
did tnnight.:' ~ ,.: <~. ~.-I '~ dr/~a~lly ~d~T~i~'a l te r , "E i~ Rauso and had t~n a~-3 lead at.~ill- 
Two other expansion clubs something right," he said. Deun~ Heatall scored the start of'~l~e'period n goals 
,, by Brian Propp, Dennis from the defunct World "We tried to force them in other Washington geais. Bill VerVersoert and BobDalley, 
 =eetatioo =d I " , NHL STATS Ii almost as well Sunday. I b= Willie Huher and Dan Hartford Wh lers tied New Labraaten tied the game. 
York Rangers 3-2 and Verversoert also scoiTed in 
Winnipeg Jets tied St. Lucls the second period, W~lie 
Blues 2-2, In other games, Delroit's other goals Came 
Buffalo. Sabres beat WALES CONFIRMNCM Sattlrday Easults from Mike Fdigno and Dale 
Colorado Rockies 4.3, Norris Division Minnesota I NY Rimgers 2 McCourt, 
W L T P A P NY lilanders4Chlcago4 
Montreal 6 2 1 39 30 13 Atlanta 3 St. LOUIS O 
Lea Angeles 5 3 1 46 42 11 Vancouver 5 Washington 3 
Pith~burgh 3 4 I 3t 33 7 Montreal 3 Darrell 2 
Detroit 3 4 2 26 26 6 Los Angeles 7 Toronto 5 
d I 4 4 20 20 6 Buffalo3Quebec0 • 
HartforAdlml Division Phlladelpllll at Pittsburgh, 
Buffalo 6 3 1 37 2613 I~ .  Tuesday Onmes 
Minnesota S 2 ! 35 24 11 
S 3 I 2P ~1 I I  Edmonton at NY Islanders 
8abree 4 Rockies Z 
Tony McKegney and Don 
Lace scored their first goals 
of the season to lend Buffalo 
over -  Colorado. J im 
Scheenfeld and Rick Martin 
got the other Sabres goals. 
Nelson Pyatt and Jack 
Philadelphia Flyers trim. 
reed Detroit Red Wings 5-4, 
Boston Bruine beat Chicago 
Black Hawks 4-1 and 
Washington Capi ta ls  
defeated Edmonton Oilers 6- 
4. 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  Billy "The New York Yankees obtained from Houston in a 
Martin has been called out announced tonight flat Billy presanson deal, added 37. 
on strikes. Martin will not be returning l ,~ers I~ Warriors 90 
in the wake of an alleged asmanegerc/theYankeas." Kareem Abdul-Jabhar 
fight in Bloominghm, Minn., It was the second time in scored 16 of his game-high 26 
the free-swinging Martin his controversy.studded points in the second half as 
was fired Sunday as career that Martin has Los Angeles won lia fourth in 
manager ~f New York parted with the Yankees. a row. Norm Nixes added 18 
Yankees end replaced hy In the middlt~ 'dl~he 1978 for the Lakers. 
one-time coach Dick season he reeigndl :under Ktop 106 Clippers 101 
Hawser. " pressure after a aeries of Scott Wedmnn, returning 
Yankee owner George problems with management' o the Kansas City lineup 
Steinbrenner, supportive of and star Rngsle Jackson,. after miuing three games 
Martin in many of hin earller saying Jackson and Stein.~ 
controversies, apparently brenner deserved each other 
reached the limit of his because "one is a born llar 
endurance after the and the other is a convicted 
manager's latest news*mak- 
ing incident hat week. : 
Martin, who has a long his. 
tory of similar incidents, was 
accused of punching an 
Illinois man last Wednesday 
night in the lobby of a 
Bloomington hotel. His 
alleged victim, Joseph 
Cooper of Lincolnshire, Ill., 
was ~ent o a hespital where 
he required 15 to 20 stitches 
to close outs on his lip. 
Martin denied throwing 
any punches. But the news 
was enough to get Stein- 
brenner Jetting to New York 
from his home in Florida to 
Investlgate he case. 
"We Just cantt have. him 
getting into these uungs 
every two months," 
Steibrenner said at that 
time. "It's not good for or- 
Soulzed basebalL" 
But he had nothing to say 
Sunday after letting Martin 
go, endiug a stormy 
roin~ouship that started in 
• e middle e f the 1975 season. 
No defln',tive statement 
~'~ncerul~4 Martin was 1.1. 
c lu~ in the Yankee an- 
nouncement, Just these 
Jersey 94-9~. Beston.,i succinct words: 
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But less than one week 
after Bob Lemon had been 
hired to replace Martin, 
Stclnhreener reversed his 
field by saying Martin would 
return as manager in 19~0. 
.It didn't ake Martin quite 
that long to come beck, haw- 
ever. He returned in the 
middle of 1979 in an of fort to 
/Ire up a flagging team. But 
hie retarn dld no Sand as the 
Yankees finished fourth in  
the American League East. 
With a history of manage- 
meat problems behind him 
at Minnesota, Detroit and 
Texas, Martin Joined the 
Yankees as manager during 
the 1970 season, replacing 
Bill Virdon. 
Under Martin, the 
Yankees won their first 
American Leasoe pennant in 
12 years in 1976 during a 
relatively sober ~ .  It 
wasn't until Jackson arrived 
as an expensive free agent in 
1977 that hings began to pop 
in the Yankee clubhouse. 
Martin and Jackson didn't 
get along from the start, and 
the 1977 season was a series 
of loud clashes. 
IEW BLAZE 
AIRTIGHT HEATER 
-CONVAIR- 
, Uses thormo-tube, air-flow 
system 
• One load of wood can heat 
a home for hours 
• Save heating costs 
Heat-intensive CONVAIR 
heaters give'efficient low-cost 
heatin 9by picking up cold, 
floor air and heating it up 
through thermal tubes placed 
in the hot spot of the unit. 
Twice the heat in one heater 
--convection and radiant! 
Mso features cooking surfaces 
and antique solid brass 
components• Top or rear 
models for ease of installation. 
Order yours today, 
Send for complete details,.. 
Blaze Industries of Canada. Ltd. 
50 Electronic Ave. 
Port Moody, e.C, V3H 2RB 
5 p.m. to midnilht 
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" 1O a.m. to 5 p.m. ~: tie for th~ ~d i~s ;  :" ! + I 11 IS Brll~s 4 Black Hawks 1 )' 
IS Peter McNeb scored twlce~ 
14 while Jdsn Hatelle and Rick ~ 
Camera Webster .. Eleclrlc Passe' 
On Saturday, Buffalo beat 
Quebec 3-0, Minnesota 
defeated the Rangers 7-2, 
New York Islanders downed. 
Chicago 6-4, Atlanta shut out 
St. Louis 3-0, Vancouver 
Canucks tripped Washington 
5-3~ Montreal edged Detroit 
3-~ and Los Angeles Kings 
beat Toronto Maple Leafs 7- 
5. 
BOston 
Toronto 4 4 1 29 30 9 N~ntreal at Atlanta 
Qu~)ec 3 4 1 23 25 7 L~ Angeles at Colorado 
CAMPBELL CONVERMNCM 8asian at St. Louis 
Paklck Dlvlldon 
Phlla 6 1 1 40 31 13 
Islanders 4, 3 I 20 23 9 National Hockey League scar. 
Rangers 4 4 1 41 35 9 Ino leaders after weekend 
• Atlanta 4 4 i 33 29 9 oImas: 
Washington 3 6 0 34 44 6 
Smytha DIvision Olonne, LA 
Vancouver 4 3 2 30 26 10 Simmer, LA 
Chicago 3 z4 2 22 07 S Taylor, LA 
WinnlPeo 3 5 ,I 16 29, 7 Parreault, Bur 
St. Louis "2 4 3 24 327 Lafleur, Mtl 
Edmonton 1. 4+4 32 4S 6 Halward, LA 
Colorado 1 5 ~ 20 21 4 PCOPP' Pha 
Sunday Rasults Goring, LA 
New England 2 NY RImoers 2 Shutt, MII 
Leach, Pha 
Riochard Leduc gave 
iQuebee a 1-0 first-perind 
d. Pierre Mondon and s s 13 Philadelphia S Detroit 4 Steve Sbutt put Montreal . . . . . .  ,,--. ..., tnn 6 E,'monton 4  N~:Dnn.ld, Edm , $ 13 Middleton ga( the  others tG~,~ ~ , n '  New High 
NIIsson, All 6 7 13 ve ahead 3-1 in the second but Quebec SMontreal 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  gl Boston |te .win ove~ ' i  Rollers O 1 I IV I I IU I /  11111 ~ O V~ ' -B~.'.t_°n~ ~).,~.P; . . .  Van Boxmear, Bur 3 t0 13 ChicAgo.Regglelf§lwgotthe, Real ClouUer tied the score ~f~'~ ~ . ~  ~ Federko, SL 3 tO 13 lone Cidceso goal:. ~: ,+.: ~'~ 145 Wheal of sad Dale Hqanson tied the ..... ~/.~ Fortune 
11 Cont'dMlndreaders 
Bucs Giants surprise leaders " ' - '  • Plus 
The torch may heve heen The Vik[nas eame out on the Oiantswonthelrfourthina dellveravita]'victcryforthe 12; Women 
passed, once and for all, in short end of a12-10 scors nd row and dropped the Rams Saints. Like Us 
the National Football dipped three games back of to a 4-5 record and second Archle Manning hooked up Cont'd 
Cooference'B West and the Buss. place in the NF~ West, with WeE Chandler on a 45- :45 Cont'd 
Central Divis!oes. Elsewhere in the National where they've won the title yard TD pass play and Tony 
LoB Angeles and Min- Football League Sunday, for six straight years. Galbreath's two-yard burst • :oo 
nesota have ruled those two Houston edged New York It was the third straight supplied the other Saints' I :~ The Doctors 
divisions for years but both Jets 37-24, Pittsburgh IDes for injury-riddled Los TD. But the defeuce turned : ,q~other 
have .faced disheartening downed Dallas 14-3, Buffalo Angeles and marked the first the game. :45 World 
reversals this season and edged Detroit 20-17, gel- time since 19~ that the Buco 12 Vikings 10 
_ + _  m+. ,.or. o+d - - - - . . - -+  ++ 
signall~,d the end e( their England 31-38, Cleveland this late in the seanon. Idx, d agaimtMinnesota, with Cont'd 
control, ripped St. Louis 68-~0, Miaml "It 'ill obvious what has Efcky Bell's two-yard TD in Cont'd 
Los Angeles surrendered heat Green Bay ~.?, Cin- happened to us," said LA the[ourth quarter supplying :45 Cont'd 
first place In the NFC West, clnuati stunned Philadelphia coach Ray Malavesi, "You the wlmdn~ ints. The Bucs 
l,ingfortheflrsttimesince 37-13, Denver whipped knewthenumherofpeople hadtrailedl0-3beforeNeil ,00  Movi, 
1981 to the suddenly.sizzling KanenaCity20-3andChicego we have lest to injuries. I O'Donoghue's 44.yard field 3 :  'Hot 
New York Giants, 20-14, and edged San Francisco 28-37. still think we have a chance goal narrowed the Vikings' Millions' 
dropping one game back of Oakland efeated San Diego to win our division" lead in the third qu~ter. .40 Conf'd 
New Orleans, which heat 45-22 Thursday night. Saints 14 Redeklus I0 Steelers 14 Cowboys 3
Washington 14-10. Santtle plays at Atlsnin in New Orleans' defence France Harris rushed for 4 ! ' !  Cont'd 
Minnesota, six times the Monday night l;ame, sacked Redskin quarterback 102 yards and scored TDs on i~ Cont'd 
champiom of the Central, Gluts 26 Rams 14 Joe Thetsmann seven times runs of one and 48 yards, Cont'd 
went headto-head with thin Rookie Phll Simms threw and stopped Washington 18 leading Pittsburgh past - - .  Cont'd 
year's leader, Tampa Bay. a pair of 'I'D passes as the U,mes on gaol-toga plays to Dallas. 
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Allstar Randy Porter of Hudson's Hope gets ready to spike It at Caledonia Fr iday 
sight. 
MESS on top at 
Skeena tourney 
By DON SCHAFFER three games, 15-5, 16-15, 15- Hazelton, and Greg Newman 
Herald Staff Writer 
Mount Elizabeth Secon- 
dary School's junior 
volleyball teams won both 
the boys and girls ends of the 
Skcena Junior Secondary 
School  Inv i ta t iona l  
Volleyball Tournament, 
which took place here Friday 
and Saturday. 
The two aays saw ex- 
cellent volleyball between 
some very talented teams. 
Most of the junior teams 
from schools in the North 
West Zone competed in the 
tournament, plus a few from 
outside. Two teams from 
outside the zone'were 
finalists with MESS, Quesnel 
girls losing in three sets 15- 
11, 6-15 and 15-5, while a boys 
team from Hudson's Hope 
bowed in straight sots 15-6, 
15-6. 
It took 39 preliminary 
matches to determine the 
playoff teams. In Lhe boys 
championship pool, Booth 
Junior Secondary from 
Prince Rupert, Mount 
Elizabeth, Haselton, Hud- 
son's Hope, Sksena's B boys 
squad and Thornhill Tritons 
advanced to the final round. 
In the girls championship 
pool, Skeena's A team, 
Mount Elizabeth, Houston, 
Hudson's Hope, Burns Lake 
and Quesnel made the finals. 
In the boys quarterfinals, 
Hazelton bowed easily to 
eventual champion Kitimat 
15-6, 15-3, and the Sksena B 
squad won a moral victory, if 
nothing else, by emending 
the powerful but inconsistent 
Hudson's Hope squad to 
12. 
Hudson's Hope came from 
behind to beat Thoruldll in 
their semifinal match as 
well, finally prevailin~ 11- 
15,15.13, 15-10. 
MESS won a hear tstopping 
three game semifinal 
against Booth, lidS, 15-7, 16- 
14. The Kitimat Orca team 
looked disorganized in the 
first game, but jumped on 
Booth quickly in the second 
game to win it easily. 
The ~ys consolation final 
saw Booth beat a short- 
staffed Thornhill 15-17, 15-1, 
15.12. The Thornhill team, 
who played with only five 
men ou the floor, surprised 
Booth with spectacular play 
from Frazer Dodd to take the 
win in the first game, but 
Booth finally woke up and 
won the next two games. 
The boys final was a 
lacklustre, match, with 
Hudson's apparently letting 
dawn after the two very close 
matches cerliers in the day 
and area looking extremely 
strong. 
Hudson's and Kitimat each 
placed two players on the 
allstar team. Scott Adams 
and lan Provin from Kttimat 
were elected to the allstars, 
as were Growe and Randy 
Porter from Hudson's. Dodd 
from Thornhill and Ran 
Fumante from Booth fille~i 
out the allstar team, while 
honorable mentions went to 
Grog Newman from Kltimat, 
Gten Palahicky from Skeena 
B, Tom Esperson from 
Skeena A, Vernon Cota from 
Hudson's, Maury Wale from 
from Booth. 
In girls playoffs, MESS 
won their quarterfinals over 
Houston easily 15-10, 15-7. 
Hudson's Hope made the 
semis by taking Burns Lake 
in a close two-set match 15.3, 
16-14. 
MESS advanced to the 
final by edging Skeena A 15- 
11, 13-15, 16-14. Skeena had a 
14-11 lead in the third game 
of the match. 
Quesnel made the final 
with another tight match, 
prevailing 14-16, 16-14, 15-12. 
in the consolation final, 
Hudson's Hope beat the 
Skeena A team, who were 
still down from their loss to 
rival, Kitimat. Hudson's 
controlled both games, 
winning in straight games 
15-7, 15-12. 
In the girls final, Mount 
Elizabeth took a three-game 
match from Quemel 15.11, 6. 
15, 15-5, completing the 
Kitimat sweep of the tour. 
nament. 
In the allstar selections, 
Kitimat girls placed two on 
the team, with Janet Meza 
and Jackie Trach earning 
the votes. Karen Wideman 
from Skcena A, Carol Cots 
from Hudson's Hope, Julie 
Stechien from Smithers and 
Kim Anatooshkin from 
Quesnel filled out the allstar 
team. Honorable mentions 
went to Lynda ~cConnell 
from Skeena, Bernie Sydlik 
and Birdie O'Brien from 
Haselton, Kuro Tutola from 
Hudson's Hope, Rits Doolan 
from Nisgha and Lynda 
McCall from Quesnel. 
i i 
Provlncici! 
OCTOBER 28 WINNING NUMBERS 
Horo aro tho numbors drawn in tho Oct. 28th drow. of the ProvinciQI Lottew 
Check tho numbers - You may be o winnor. To cloi~ your Drize. follow 
the instructions on the reverse of your ticket. If you're nol a winner In this draw. 
KEEP YOUR TICKET 
Keep your October/November draw ticket, it's also eligible for the November 25th dra~ 
$t MILUON WINNING NUMBERS 
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Timbermen finally drop one here 
By DON SCHAFFER 
Herald Staff Writer 
The Terrace Timbermen 
gave it the best shot they 
could Saturday night, but 
just couldn't get past the 
Burns Lake Braves. The 
final score was 5-4, and the 
game was as close as the 
score. 
Burns Lake led most of the 
way to take the win, in front 
of the best crowd of the 
season so far. The large 
crowd witnessed the Tim- 
bermen's first regular. 
season defeat of the year, 
after three straight wins. 
The game saw 15 minor 
penalties called, six to the 
Timbermen and nine to 
Bums Lake. 
Burns Lake took a 2-0 lead 
before six minutes had 
elapsed in the first period. 
Dallas Burns got two of his 
four goals in the first five 
minutes, scoring at 1:35 
from Dave Osbourne and 
Randy Krantz, and at 5:07 
unassisted. Terraoe got one 
back at 7:54 on a powerplay, 
when Gord Cochrane scored 
from Dave Sharpe and Mike 
Mowat, but Burns struck 
again at 10:35 to get the hat 
trick. Assisting were Krantz 
and Osboume. 
The period ended 3-2 as Joe 
Smoley scored from 
Cochrane and Sharpe at 
16:15. Terrace outshot Burns 
Lake 13-10 in' the period, 
despite the score. 
The second period saw 
end-to-end action, good 
penalty-killing and good 
chances at both ends. Burns 
Lake Opened the second. 
period scoring at 15:19 with a 
goal-mouth scramble goal by 
Blaire Campbell.The goal 
was scored a scant 14 
seconds after Bill Dow took a 
crosscheeking penalty. 
Assisting were Krantz, 
again, and Bill Patershuk. 
• Terrace go~ within a goal 
again before the period 
ended, with Grag Kiryliuk 
scoring on a point shot set up 
by Greg Morgan and Frank 
McKe~dry. Terrace outshot 
Bums Lake again, this time 
12-10. 
The third period saw 
• Lance Legouffe tie the score 
at 9:20. Dave Sharpe fed 
Legouffe the puck as he slid 
it across the goalmouth to 
Caledonia 
® 
winners  
at home 
Caledonia Senior Secon- 
dary School volleyball and 
soccer teams had an ex- 
cellent weekend at home, 
with the boys volleyball and 
soccer teams winning easily, 
and girls volleyball also 
cleaning up. 
In soccer action, the 
Kermodes stormed past New 
Aiyansh .I0-0• Simon Dodd 
got another three goals and 
Mike Thomson added two 
while Julius Komlos, Scott 
Spencer, Tony Pitzoff, Joey 
Pitzoff and Gus Anagaostou 
kicked in singles. 
Co-coach Doug luglis 
compl imented Marty  
Sterner and Keith Van-. 
dsnbrock on their play over 
the weekend. He said that 
Caledonia played a very 
strong game. 
"The team moved the ball 
very well and controlled the 
game," he said. "We got a 
couple of lucky goals, so the 
score wasn't completely 
indicative of the play, but we 
did play very well." 
Next soccer action for the 
Kermodes is Tuesday night 
in Kitlmat. The zone soccer 
finals are at Cal next 
Saturday. No exact schedule 
has been made up yet for the 
tournament. 
Cat's volleyball teams also 
mnoked Aiyansh, the boys 
". winning their match in three 
straight sets 15-5, 15-8, 15-6. 
.The girls A team walked to 
victory in three 15.0, 15-13, 
• 15-10, and the Y team took 
Alyansh A girls 13.15, 15-5, 
15-8. 
in an exhibition match, 
Caledonia's A and Y girls 
teams played three sets, 
with the A team prevailing 
15.4, 9-15, 15-13. 
Legouffe, who was all by Terrace net. The rebound GordCochraneplayedwell 
himself. Lee ~lerleau also fromKsantz'sshotlandedon again for Terrace, getting a 
got an assist, thestlckofBums, whoalidit goal and an assist. Dave 
• Terrace applied a lot of under the helpless Lain-  /harpe garnered three 
pressure in a good effort to ming. assists, dnd Lance Legouffe 
getthewin, but this pressure Terrace had one last had a goal and a good game 
cost them the tie in the end. powerplay chance when otherwise for the Tim- 
A slapshot from the point hit Larry Davies took a hooking barmen. 
Krantz on the ankle and penaltyatlS:56ofthethird, For Bums Lake, Burns 
bounced out over the Burns but Burns Lake kgled the had four goals and Krantz 
Lake blualine behind the .penalty well. Lamming had four assists, several 
defance, came out of the net with less breakaways and eight 
An alert Krantz jumped on than a minute left in the minutes in penalties. 
the loose puck, skated own game, but the Timbormen In other action Saturday. 
the ice with Bin-as close couldn't get the tie and the night, Houston beat Van. 
behind and got robbed by game e~ded 5-4. derheof 5.1 and Prince 
Jerry Lamming, who once Final shots on goal were Rupert took a 5-3 decision 
again played superbly in the 33-31 for the Braves. from Smithers. 
Hawks clean house 
Kitimat Winterhawks Blain Marleau scored The third period Randy 
blasted the Burns Lake unassisted in a goalmouth Schooley got two goals in the 
Braves I0-4 Sunday at- scramble. At 5:18 Kitimat first half of the period, the 
ternoon, but the Braves that seorodagainwhenJolm Rich first on a rebound from a 
played didn't look llke the and Smeader set Brad Brant Thompson shot, which 
same ones that won S.4 in the McDonald up in the slot, Dan Fournier also got an 
Terrace arena Saturday from where he slapped the assist on. The second came 
ulgh.t. . puck into the comer of the at 8:20 when Thompson set 
That's not taking anything net, right along the ice. him up in the slot. 
away from the Winterhawks Larry Davies ean'ierl me Burns Lake scored a 
performance though. They puck from behind the net out shorthanded goal at 12:32 
skated very well, were front, where he surprised Campbell got the 9-3 goal 
agressive and impressive Kitlmat Umdur CUt Sher- at 14:20 from Bobby 
end really took it to the stabltoff with a quick shot. Essuance and Krantz, but 
Braves throughout the Gord Liehman and Dallas Mark Schooley restored the 
game. Burns, who had four goals seven-goal lead. 
The Hawks came out against Terrace, drew Larry Vavie~ flalaneb the 
skating hard, but didn't assists on the goal. Kitimat scoring when he stole the 
manage their first goal until outsbot he Braves 14-10. puck from Kitimat. 
8:27 of the first period. Chris 
Godfrey opened the game's '
• scoring on a powerplay goal 
from Stacey Smeader and 
Randy ~.hooley, and that 
goal opaned the floodgates. 
Kltimat struck three more 
times before the end of the 
period, and outshot the 
Braves 13-5, 
The second period saw the 
Hawks make the score 5-0 six 
seconds after successfully 
~Ll]ing a Godfrey penalty. 
Godfrey stepped out of the 
penalty box Just in thne to 
take a Smeader pass which 
"put him alone at centre ice. 
He skated in and drilled the 
shot pgst the already tired 
Drew 'Chamborlin in the 
Bums Lake net. 
A minute and a half later 
at 3:51 the score rose to 6-0 as 
N 
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INCREASED RAIE OF REnJRN a Compound Interest Bond that 
. . . . . . . .  ~ \ ~ = ~  reinvests your  interest  automatical ly, inerateot ln teres tontnenew ,¢~,~ ---- ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~' 
"~ • "~ n . . . . .  t_~----------------~-~ ~. ,~ earmngmterestonmterest  With benes  ot t_a aaa  :~avlni~s iJoncls _ / tk~-  ~ . . . . . . . . .  ' , 
has be,,n in~ea~eH ~,~ 1yo/. for ~h,, .~- -~ ~_- -~-  ~g~L._ - -~-~-=J~ me new rates a ~,zuu ~_ompouna 
first year  and  l~J~/o ' for  eachof  "'~ \~=~~'~~ ~ -  _ - - -~  Interest  aB?nd ~l l .  g[nOWuts~ 7520e2a.t: 
the remain ing  6 years. The new ,~ ~ --= ~ ~ -=-~- -~ ty j y . 
average annua l  yield to matur i ty ~__ -~ -~ P-  ~-~_=-~-__ 
on the Bonds is 10.59%. Every- ~ . .~=-.-.. ~ ~  
one who has  a l ready bought,  or "--,. ~---.. ~ - ~ . ~ ' .  ~ "  F . ,~  10  BUY 
who bus  new Canada Savin s "--.--'----" ...... ~-~-"-~ JJ --'-- .. ,, . Y . . . . . . . . .  .g ".. ---. . . . .  ~ . )~ j  ~ .... New Canada Sawnas  Bonds are 
tmnas  wm get  mese  mgner  rates, "~-"-~_--- '-'--~" : : "  ~ - "  ,~,~ ! , ,  ,~,~,,, ,ho,.,,, ,,.K,,,, h~,~ ,~r 
eve-  a '~"c ,h  the t '~nd =~- ' : " - - '~  ~-= ~ x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  
. ,,.,;,u,,~,, . ~". • W"" .~ m~ ~ ~  :x__--_..-~--  \ invest. You can buy  them in var ious 
nave  me ota  rate pnntea  on mem. ~- - - - - - - -~~ ~ ~  amounts  u to a total -u rchase  l imit 
~! ~ " o ,~ , t~.  t~uy yours  toaay.  
SAFE, SECURE AND SIMPLE TO CASH 
New Canada Savings Bonds are a ,safe, secure 
investment  that earns  you good interest  year after 
yeal: They ' re  backed b~, all t-he resources of  Canada• 
And they' re  easy to cash when there's a need.  
A CHOIClE OF BONDS 
Canada Savings Bonds also offer you  a great  choice. 
There s a Regular  Interest  Bond which  pays  interest  
each November  1st at the new, h igher  rates. And  
RETURN ON PAST SERIES, INCREASED 
The rate of return on all outstanding Series of Canada Savings 
Bonds has been increased to 11% f6r. the year beginning 
November 1, 1979 and to 10t/2 % for each remaimnR year until the 
bonds mature. For Series dated before November 1", 1977 the 
increased return will be paid through an increase in the value 
of the cash bonus payable on the maturi~ date ot the bonds. 
For the last two Series the higher Fates w{ll be payable for each 
remaining year until the bonds mature. Complete details are 
available fvhere you bank or invest. 
CANADA SAVINGS BONDS-A BEn'ER CHOICE THAN EVER 
